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MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED
28-32 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON 802 OPA Telephone: 20855(0703)

Prices
Foot Casting 8p
Rider Casting 9p
Horse Casting lip
Gun Casting 40/45p
Personality 10/21 p

1975
CATALOGUE
INLAND 60p
OVERSEAS 75p

Postage & Packing
Up to first £1 15p

Each £1 thereafter 5p

DOES YOUR LOCAL

HOBBIES SHOP STOCK

IT PAYS TO USE

MINIFIGS©
(REGISTERED TRADE MARK)

HAVE YOU ASKED

THEM IF THEY WILL?

WE TAKE PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING THE

FOLLOWING NEW RELEASES FOR AUSTRIAN

AND BAVARIAN NAPOLEONIC TROOPS

Suggested horse reference numbers are shown at the right of the figure

A.N. 1 Line Fusilier March Attack
A.N. 2 Line Fusilier Officer
A.N. 3 Line Grenadier March Attack
A.N. 4 Line Grenadier Officer
A.N. 5 Line Fusilier Advancing
A.N. 6 Line Fusilier Firing
A.N. 7 Line Grenadier Advancing
A.N. 8 Tyrolean Jager Firing
A.N. 9 Tyrolean Jager Advancing
A.N. 14 Tyrolean Jager Officer

AN.C. 1 Dragoon
A.N.C. 2 Cuirassier

B.A.N. 1 Line Infantry March Attack
B.A.N. 2 Line Infantry Advancing
B.A.N. 3 Line Grenadier Advancing
B.A.N. 4 line Infantry Officer

B.A.N.C.

B.AN.C.

1 Uhlan

5 Hussar

A.N. 15 Line Fusilier Standard
A.N. 16 Line Grenadier Standard
A.N. 17 Hungarian Line Fusilier Advancing
(Shako)

A.N. 18 Hungarian Line Fusilier Officer
A.N. 19 Line Fusilier Drummer
A.N. 20 Line Grenadier Drummer
A N. 21 Tyrolean Bugler
A.N. 22 Line Grenadier Firing
A.N. 27 Austro Hungarian Standard Bearer

A.N.C. 3 Uhlan h
A.N.C. 4 Hussar h

B A.N. 5 Line Infantry Standard Bearer
B.A.N. 6 Line Infantry Drummer
B.A.N. 7 Line Grenadier Officer

B.A.N.C. 9 Light Horse N.
B.A.N.C. 13 Dragoon N.

THE BEST NAME IN WARGAME FIGURES

EXPERTLY MANUFACTURED UNDER LICENCE AND SOLD OVERSEAS BY

MINIATURE FIGURINES LfMITEB INC.

BDX P, PINE PUINS. N.Y. 12567

MINIATURE FIGURINES (Australasia)

89 WILLDUGHBY RDAB, ORBWS NEST, 2B65

U.S. OA TALOGUE $2.00 AUSTRAL!AH OA TALOOUE $1.00



YOUR INTERNATIONAL
MODEL MAIL ORDER HOUSE

Suppliers to the British and Overseas Governments

ARH 1/48

U.S. Tractor and Trailer £
U.S. Tractor and Gun £

ImMAND and llECONNAlSS/iNCE TRUCK.^

ma-i

MAX 1/3S

US 3/4 ton Weapons carrier
US Command and Reconnaissance Truck
US M-6 37 mm A/tank gun carriage
US 1^ ton Personnel carrier

NEW

KITS

Fiat 130 HP Grand

Prix de France 1907

£43.00

Alfa Romeo 8 C-2300

Monza £55.00

Rolls Royce Phantom

Drophead coupe

I I 1932 £85.00

Alfa Romeo Spider

Grand Sports 1932

£65.00

These prices include
VAT and postage

JAPANESE
SWORDS
MIDORI 1/3

These are really beautiful, when
made up and painted and are
about large dagger size

TOKUGAWA lEYASU'S
SWORD

TEKEDA SHINGEN'S SWORD

VOSHITSUNE'S SWORD

£1.40 each

IMAl 1/24 CANNON

155mm Cannon, with movable
parts, a great kit, £2.40

Tractor (motcrised) to go with
above £3.20

HUMBROL BADGER AIR

^  BRUSHES

K.P. Czechoslovakian 1/72

Aero L-29 Dolfin
Avis B.534
llyushin I l-IO/Avra B-33 La 7

rjfov's 328 ONLY
La-7 52p

EACH

Me 262
A-la, A-2a, -B-la or
B.la/UI

Airmodel Conversions
161 North American All
Savage i

183 Convair XF 2V.|
Seadart i

182 Junkers 237 ,

P5ID Mustang 1/72
remould

TAMIYA
AIRCRAFT 1/48

REVELL I/I2S
SUBMARINE

German U-47

Solid version
Visible interior

Please add S'.'u o

ail orders including
cost of postage
ind packing except
books

POSTAGE:
Minimum Charge

'A' HUMBROL BADGER
AIRBRUSH SET
Contents: 200 airbrush airline,
power pack connector, 4 jars, power
pack, instruction leaflet, guarantee

£19.40
'8* HUMBROL BADGER
250 SPRAY GUN
Contents; 250 spray gun, airline,
power pack connector, 2 jars,
instruction leaflet £5.06
'C* HUMBROL BADGER 250
SPRAY GUN SET
Contents: 250 spray gun airline,
power pack connector, 5 jars, power
pack, instruction leaflet £6.21

OTHER BADGER AIRBRUSHES
100 XF Fineline airbrush
with cup £26.70

100 IL Fineline airbrush
with cup £26.70

150 IL Poster airbrush £28.30
BADGER ACCESSORIES
20 oz. propellant £1.10
12 oz. propeiiani 70p
MP 1033 portable air compressor

with adaptor £40.00
50-029 tyre adaptor 84p
50-0252 spare jar with lid I9p
50-0241 Jar gaskets (3) 24p
50-200 Air regulator £2.96
50-004 On/off valve £1.12
50-001 6 ft. air hose £1.09
50-001 10 ft. air hose £2.16

LIQU-A-PLATE
NOW IN FIVE COLOURS!

I. Aluminium plate

' 2. Dark Anodic Grey for steel)
to simulate dark anodised panels
as on Boeing 247D airliner or

■  steel parts of any model.

\ 3. Titanium. Matched to real
panels of flying aircraft. For
Models of F-lOO Super

^  Sabre. F-4E Phantom I i, etc.
rear section.

4. Jet exhaust. Matched to real
flying aircraft, a very dirty
dark brown-brown-grcy

I  colour for jet aircraft
5. Bronze. Matched to the

I  shade of a new Bristol radial
I  engine nose exhaust collection

ring, such as on Beaufighter

For use with spray guns, Badger,
etc. They may be left dull or
polished to the degree of lustre
required. They are mtermixable
and in jars After spraying and/
or polishing the model can be
sealed with a special sealer.

, LIQU-A-PLATE, state colour 70p

' SEALER per jar 70p

MANIA 1/72

New-Kate double kit
Type 97 carrier
attack bomber £2.40

Kate-B5N2 £1.36
Sonia double kit (two

versions) £2.40

SUPERMODEL

A B.M. W. own import • •
Fiat G.55 Centauro 60p
R.E. 2000 60p
R.E. 2002 60p
Cant Z 1007 Alcione £1.60
S.M. 81 £1.60
Fiat G.55S Silurante 60p
R.E. 2001 60p
C.R. 32 60p
Cant Z 1007 Bideriva £1.60

LIKE LIKE THOMPSON
TROPHY PLANES

Gee Bee, Laird Turner
Hall Springfield £1.53 each

HASEGAWA 1/72
AIRCRAFT

P.47 Thunderbolt bubble top
Soitf're Mk I
PS ID Mustang 47p each

OTAKI 1/48

P.SID Mustang £1.35
P,40E Warhawk £1.35
Jap Fighter Goshiki £1.35
Jap Fighter Tojo £1.35

ITALAEREI 1/72

Ju 199 £1.49

B.M.W.—ALPHA

54mm DIORAMAS
A new range of diorama accessories'
each sheet vacuum formed best quality
white polystyrene sheet, IS thou, each
sheet approx 12" x 6" and 30p each
except Sheet AAB 18" x 18' at 50p

AAI Paving stones
AA2 Random cobble stones

AA3 Stone walls

AA4 Rocks and boulders

AA5 Six bases 2" x 1" for 4 figures +
rocks and boulders

AA6 Four bases 4' x 2^* for mounted
figures + tree stumps and fallen
tree

AA7 2 bases for small dioramas

AA9 Regular cobble stones with
central gulley

AAIO Cobble scones with pavement
and herbs

AAM Stone brickwork

AAI2 Windows

AAI 3 Doors 30p

AAM Modern brick EACH

AAI5 Modern tile

AA8 Country Lane, ideal for Hiscorex
Gun team or I /35 scale armour

50p each

FROG KITS
Blue series 42p each:
Macchi Mc 202

Hawker Hurricane

Spitfire Mk 8.

Hawker Tempest

Fw 190

Spitfire Mk la

Me 109

Mustang

Tomahawk

Vampire

Wildcat

Heinkel 162

G.5S

Kictyhawk

Sea Fury

Red series 5lp each:

Me 410

Spitfire & Flying Bomb
JU87G Scuka

Meteor F Mk4

Hawker Hunter FGA9

Republic Thunderbolt P47d

Me 262A

Fairey Swordfish Mk I

DH Sea Venom Mk 2! or 53

Fairey Firefly F Mk I

DH Hornet

Grumman Avenger
Chance Vought Corsair Mk IV
Green series eOp eacn:

DH Mosquito

Me I lOG

Dornier Do 335 A-6 or A-12

Sepacat Jaguar A-2 or T-2

Bristol Beaufighter Mk 21
Orange series 69p each:

EE Canberra B(l) MkS or 12

Dornier Do I7Z-2 Voodoo

Vickers Vimy

Buccaneer

Javelin FAW9 9R

RAREPLANES

Fairey Fulmer Mk I & M £1.02

MATCHBOX 1/72

Me 262 28p
HAWK 114" scale 83p each:
Thunderbolt P-47D

Banshee F2H-2

F40I Scarfighcer

P-5ID Mustang

Freedom Fighter F-5A

N American OV-lOA

Grumman F8F-2

Westland Lysander

Cessna Skymaster
1/72 scale Gtoscer Javelin

REVELL CARS

Schumacher Vega Funny Car

£2.02

California Charger £2.02
Snake Prudhomme £3.94

Tom McEwan's Mongoose

£3.94

MATCHBOX AFV

Humber armoured car ITp

STOP PRESS
Max 1/35
M3 Al Scout Car £2.55
Canadian ljii i con truck £2.80
Maria I /4<i
Type 97 Fightjr AB £2.40

BMW MODELS, 327/329 HAYOONS ROAD, WIMBLEDON, LONDON, SW19 Telex 928374 01-540 7333/4



PiTlTE PRECISION
a power tool for the modeller

victors Hobbies

Johannesburg S.A.

Seagull Models
Kensington

Michaels Models

N. Finchley

Evingtons
5 Alexandra Road,
Grimsby

City Models & Toy
Elliott St.,
Liverpool 1

F. Knight & Son
Bath Street,
Abingdon, Oxor.

Avicraft Ltd.
Chatterton Road.
Bromley, Kent

Diameter:
33 mm

Weight; 1 60 g

Length:
125 mm

Torgue:
"105 cmg

Chuck size:
2/10 to
2.5 mm

2 batteries
4.5v. in series

AC/DC Trans

Car battery

THIS PRECISION EXAMPLE OF FRENCH ENGINEERING IS A MUST
The high power 'palm' size drill operates from 2 x 4.5v batteries or any DC source (a model train transformer for example) up to 14v,
so is equally suitable for 'field' or workshop use.
Supplied in a strong carrying and storage case, the complete outfit consists of drill with three collets, battery holder, five assorted
drills, seven assorted burrs, three routers, six grinding stones and seven assorted polishing discs and brushes.
The drill may be hand-held for routing, engraving, polishing, cutting and so on, or clamped in the special drill stand — an optional
extra, but for which space Is provided in the carrying case — for precision drilling, etc.

PRICES — Complete SUPER-30 kit as illustrated (less batteries,
30 tools) £14.00 30p p.p.
Mk. M Drill Stand £3.50 17p p.p.
Drill only £6.65 25p p.p.

SUPER-10 Kit in 934 x 2 x 4 in. case with Drill, Battery ,
holder, 3 collets, 10 tools £10.85 25p p.p.
Flexible drive shaft £4.80 22p p.p.

All above prices include VAT

1. Selection of tools in Super 30 kit.

i>\\ I //</.

3. Flexible drive approx. 16 in.
long with collets

Sole Distributors:

PRECISION PETITE LTD.
119a High Street, Teddington, Middiesex TW11 8HG

Send SAE for illustrated leaflets and order form Tel. 01 977 0878

TRADE DESCRIPTIONS
ACT 1968

Descriptions of equipment
shown are correct at the
time .of going to press, but
are subject to alteration.
Details of any alterations
are available on request.
Precision Petite Ltd. reserve

the right to change designs
and technical specifications
without notice.



IHittriar
metal miniatures.

25mm. Wargames Figures.

NEV ADDITIONS - DARK AGES

Ostrogoth foot archer.
Unarmoured foot spearman, bareheaded. G.F.S.
Unarmoured Goth, bareheaded, throwing spear. F.S.
Goth foot officer, unarmoured.
Foot officer, mailed, sword and shield.
Archer in helmet, with shield, V.S.
Unarmoured spearman in helmet, throwing with shield. G.F.S.
Spearman throwing, mailed, helmet and shield. S.F.
Unarmoured spearman in helmet, with shield. G.F.S.
Unarmoured spearman in helmet.
Hand axeman, mailed, with shield. V.S.

Heavy Goth cavalryman, spear and shield.
Medium Goth cavalryman, spear and shield.
Light Goth cavalryman, spear and shield.

Goth and other European figures are mostly suitable for
FRANKS, SAXONS and VIKINGS.);

PRICES. Infantry. 7ip Caval ry.18p
catalogue lOp from Mai l Order Office

23 OR OVE ROAD,

IE IGHT ON BUZZ AR D.

BE DS. L U7 85 F

U.S.A.
DISTRIB UT ORS

C.S.&D.INC.

731 So. University Blvd.

De n V e r.

Color a do.8 02 09

KIRWAN DISTRIBUTORS

1516 Montcloir Place,

Ann Arbor.

M i c h j g a n



British Napoleonic Infantry

ST 1 Centre Company Line Infantry,
advancing (10)

ST 2 Centre Company Line Infantry,
kneeling firing (10)

ST 3 Centre Company Line infantry
standing (10)

ST 4 Centre Company Line infantry,
receiving kneeling (10)

ST 7 Rifles (95th), standing firing fK
ST 8 Rifles (95th), running at trail (1(

Wargames rules /sooth microarmour sp each
British German

LAND BATTLES
1000BC to 1000AD (W.R.G.) 95p
Wars of the Roses - Medieval

(Decalset 60p
Early Medieval (Birmingham) 50p
1500-1600 2nd edition (Birmingham 60p
Napolonic (L.W.S.) 50p
1750-1850 Warfare (W.R.G.) 50p

Highland Centre Company, advancing American Civil War
(C

Highland Centre Company, kneeling
firing (10)
Highland Centre Company, standing
firing (10)
Highland Centre Company, receiving
kneeling (10)

British Napoleonic Cavalry

SE17 Light Dragoons trotting sword at
slope (5)

STIS Scotts Greys charging (5)
ST20 Household cavalry, at rest, sword

sheathed (5)

French Napoleonic Infantry

ST25 Old. Guard Grenadier in full dress
advancing (10)

ST26 Old Guard Grenadier in full dress
standing firing (10)

ST27 Old Guard Grenadier in full dress
kneeling receiving (10)

ST31 Line Fusilier advancing (10)
ST35 Line Grenadier advancing (10)
ST38 Line Voitigeur without equipment

advancing (10)
SE39 Line Voltiguer without equipment,

standing firing (10)

onfederate High Comand) 65p
Western Gunfight (Bristol) £1.30
Infantry Action 1925-1975 (W.R.G.) 50p
Armourlnfantry Action 1925-1950 90p
Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces
W.W.II (Skytrex) 50p

Leicester-Micro-Warfare W.W.II 55p
1950-1975 Armour/Infantry
(W.R.G.)

W.W.II Rules-basic (Mike Philpot
and Bob Thompson

19th Century Warfare
(S. L. Warlords)

Colonial Skirmish Rules

NAVAL BATTLES

Greek Naval (W.R.G.)
Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.)
Napoleonic Naval (Navwar)
American Civil War Ironclads
(Navwar)

World War I Naval (Skytrex)
World War II Naval (Leicester)
Galactic Warfare Rules

Crusader Tank

gSn Matilda Tank
Valentine Tank

60p Churchill Tank
50p Cromwell Tank
0Op Number Armoured Car
50p 25 pdr. Gun (Firing)
50p 25 pdr. Gun (Limbered)

17 pdr. Gun (Firing)
65p 6 pdr- Gun (Firing)
1 30 Daimler Scout Car
kOd Scorpion Flail
gOp Centaur A.R.V.

Austin Bowser

50n Bedford Q.L. 3 ton truck
55n British A9 Tank

\/ickers Light Tank
1 rtf? i/Vhite Scout Car

Pz. Kpfw. I Tank
P. Kpfw. II Tank
Pz. Kpfw. Ill Tank
Pz. Kpfw. IV Tank F1
Pz. IVF2
Pz. IV ous.H
Tiger I Tank
Tiger II Tank
Jagdtiger
Panther Tank
Jagdpanther
Stug. Ill Assult Gun
Elephant
Pz. Kpfw. 4.7cm. Pak(t)
Sd. Kfz. 7(88 Tractor)
M/C Combination
Opel Blitz 3 ton Truck
Daimler Benz 3000L TruckStag Hound Armoured Car Kpfw. 38(t)
S

HAVE YOU THOUGHT ABOUT
A  12mm ARMY? NEITHER
HAD WE UNTIL WE SAW THE
HINCHCLIFFE SAMPLES. FULL
RANGE IN STOCK. ALL PACKS
LISTED. PRICE 25p EACH.

25n - pdr. Gun (Firing)
Quad Truck

0Op Bishop S.P. Gun
£1 30 Sopors Quad

Daimler Armoured Car
Harrington Armoured Car

70p Archer 17 pds. S.P. Gun
60d Cruiser Tank
0Op A30 Challenger

Bren Carrier

0Op Scammeil Pioneer
05p Scammeil Breakdown Crane
55p Austin 3 ton Truck
50n Austin 30cwt. Truck

A.E.C^. Mk.1 Armoured Car
OUT Morris 15cwt Radio Truck

Morris 15cwt Bowser
HER Crusader 111 A.A.
THE Priest S.P.G.
:i II I Number Staff Car

Rolls Royce A/Car
CKS (1939-42)

French Napoleonic Cavalry

ST40 Guard Lancer charging lance down (5)
ST43 Cuirassier charging (5)
ST46 Grenadier a Cheval at rest, sword at

side (5)
ST48 Chasseur a Chevel de la Garde,

carbine up, at rest (5)

Command Packs (STC)

STC 1 British Line Infantry (6)
STC 2 British Highland Infantry (6)
STC 3 Riflles 95th (7)
STC 4 British Light Dragoons (4)
STC 5 French Napoleonic Old Guard (6)
STC 6 French Napoleonic Line Fusilier (6)
STC 7 French Napoleonic. Cuirassier (4)
STC 8 French Napoleonic Line Grenadier (6)
STC 9 French Napoleonic Guard Lancer (4)
STC10 French Grenadier a Cheval (4)
STC11 French Chasseur a Cheval (4)
STC12 Scots Greys (4)
STC13 Household cavalry (4)

NEW MICROARMOUR

RUSSIAN SU100
152mm Tracked
Howitzer.
GAZ Jeep.

GERMAN 106mm Howitzer
firing.
Opel Radio Truck.

All at 8p each.

American
Grant Tank
Sherman Tank

Stuart Tank
M3 Halftrack
j ton Jeep
155mm Howitzer
M8 Armoured Car
Sherman Firefly
Chev. L.R.D.G. Truck
M10 Tank Destroyer
M18 Tank Destroyer
D.U.K.W.
Mack 6x6 Truck
Chev. 30 cwt. Truck
M36 Tank Destroyer
Pershing

Italian
M13/40 Tank
Sermovente 75/18
Autoblinds Armoured Car

Personality Packs (STP)

STR 1 Wellington & Generals (3)
STP 2 Napoleon & Marshals (3)

Artillery Packs (STAR)

Each pack contains two crews of four men.
STAR 1 British Napoleonic Horse Artillery

Guncrew (8)
STAR 2 French Horse Artillery of the Guard

Guncrew (8)

Equipment (STG)

STG 1 British Napoleonic 9 pdr. gun (2)
STG 2 British Napoleonic 6 pdr. gun (2)
STG 3 British Napoleonic limber (2)
STG 4 French Napoleonic 8 pdr. gun (2)
STG 5 French Napoleonic 12 pdr. gun (2)
STG 8 French Napoleonic Gin. Howitzer (2)
STG 7 French Napoleonic limber (4)

STG 5 French Napoleonic 12 pdr. gun (2)

FOR 25mm ARMIES WE HAVE THE GARRISON

NORMANS AND SAXONS

H52 Huscarl with spear and shield
H54 Huscarl with sword
H57 Fyrdman with shield and spear,
H58 Fyrdman with kite shield and club.
HN1 Knight with kite shield and spear.
HN4 Unarmoured archer.
HN6 Italian mercenary with shield and spear.
HN7 Italian mercenary with kite shield and spear.

ALL OTHER GARRISON & HINCHLIFFE 26mm FIGURES

AND EQUIPMENT IN STOCK ASK FOR THE LISTS.

WE REGRET THAT DUE TO

ItG 7 Frinch Keonic^limberm ""'HE INCREASE IN POSTFrench Napoleonic limber (4) CHARGES ON INQUIRIES
ENCLOSING A STAMPED

FOR LISTS PLEASE SEND A STAMPED SELF- SELF ADDRESSED ENVEL-

ADDRESSED ENVELOPE OPE WILL RECEIVE USTS.

turmtiger
Opel Maultier Halftrack
Sd. Kfz. 250
Sd. Kfz. 250/8 7.5cm. L/24
Sd. Kfz. 250/9 Armoured

Car

Daimler Benz Bowser
Marder III Pak 76.2mm.

(R)
Kubelwagen
Sd. KfZr 234/4 Armoured

Car 7.5 Pak 40
Sd. Kfz. 233 Armoured

Car 7.5 L24
Sd. Kfz. 232 Armoured Car
Sd. Kfz. 234/2 (Puma)
8.8cm. Flak (Firing)
8.8cm Flak (Limbered)
5.0cm Pak. 38 (Firing)
7.5cm. Pak. 40 (Firing)
8.8cm Pak. 40 (Firing)
Sd. Kfz. 222 Armoured Car
Steyr 1500 Field Car
PzFH Wespe 105mm S.P.

Gun

Nashorn 88mm S.P. Gun
Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel

hoarder III
Jagdpanzer Hetzer
Sturmpanzer IV
Sd. Kfz.7 (open top)
Kettenkrad
SIG33/150mm S.P.G. 38(t)
37mm A.A. S.P.G.
Sd. Kfz. 251 Halftrack
Sd.Kfz. 251/7 Engineers

Vehicle

Sd. Kfz. 251/9 75mm L24
Sd.Kfz. 251/16 Flame
Thrower

Sd.Kfz. 261/17 A.A. 20mm
Nebelwerfer

Saurer Heavy Truck
S.W.S. 40 Halftrack

Mercedes Staff Car
Ostwind A.A. S.P.G.
Sd.Kfz. 250/7 80mm

Self Propelled Mortar

Russian

KV1 Tank
T34/76 Tank
T34/85 Tank
KV2 Tank
SU 76 Assault Gun

M39 Anti-tank Gun
JS 152 Assault Gun
BA-10M Armoured Car
SU 85 Assault Gun
SU 122 Assault Gun
Stalin Tank
Gaz 4x6 Truck
Gaz 4x4 Truck
RT 7 Tank
JS II Tank
Katvuska Rocket Launcher
KV/85 Tank

Have you been to the shop yet? We

are In WOLLATON STREET,

NOTTINGHAM near the Victoria

Centre. Tel. 43457.

Postage: 10% up to £5. Free over
£5. Overseas Air Mail 60% up to £6.
30%. over £6. »;yTRi

Dept.,MM10, 28 CHURCH STREET,
WYMESWOLD, LEICESTERSHIRE.



Now Available From

pinMM piMiciliin
9nim - 15mm

NAPOLEONICS - CIVIL WAR

Rules

These rules are designed specifically
for use with the new 9mni or ISmm fig
ures, which allow the use of far more
figures than older, larger scales.
Controlling all these figures and simu
lating much larger battles than was pre
viously possible presents special prob
lems and opportunities that older rules
were not designed to handle. With these
rules and the smaller figures several
divisions per side have plenty of room
for manuever on an ordinary 4'x 8' or
5*x 9' wargaming table. Thus, at last,
the wargamer can recreate battles ap
proaching the size of the major battles
of Napoleon, Wellington, Grant and Lee.
GRAND ARMY was developed and pi ay-tested
over the course of two years by the
Down East Wargamers Association and by
those who attended their 1973 and 1974

wargaming conventions.

«300
Postpaid

Rules for Miniature Wargames in the American Civil War and Napoleonic
Periods Especially Designed for Use With Large Armies of 9mm or 15mm

Figures

ORDER FORM

GRAND ARMY

Is available from

your local hobby or
book dealer or di
rectly from:

Panzerfaust Publications

P.O. Box 896
Fallbrook, CA 92028

□Please send me
GRAND ARMY rules.

Address

copies of

State

I have enclosed $_
of this order.

to cover the cost
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NEWSLETTER
Editor: Donald Featherstone

JULY 1975

EDITORIAL

In his review of my book WARGAMING THROUGH
THE AGES Volume 3 1792-1859 elsewhere in this
issue, Richard Brooks appeared surprised that 1
should emphasise the realistic representation of
forces and tactics applicable to particularly
specified times and places in view of my ill-
concealed view that table-top wargaming bears but
a coincidental resemblance to reality. In a sense,
this oft expressed view is aimed at cutting down
to size some of the more pretentious of our
fraternity who are all too prone to forget that it is only a game. There IS a lack of reality about
wargaming but it is mainly confined to appearance and scales and should in no way bear upon the
eternal search for historical and tactical reality. Conscious that 1 am not alone in this aim, 1 was
pleased to receive a letter from a practicing wargamer (who wishes to be anonymous) which said the
following -

"1 have noticed that few wargamers attempt to produce the confusion and delay factor in their
games. Chap A plays Chap B and both of them can see all of the battlefield and make an instant decis
ion to counter opponent's attacks, etc. It seems to me that a more realistic game would take place if
both players were out of sight of the terrain and were forced to rely on hastily drawn maps and the
verbal reports of others who merely moved the pieces - either in response to the general's orders or
as they saw an attempted attack developing on their own front only. When one considers the tremendous
communications problems that existed even into World War Two which hampered commanders, it does seem
that realism demands some sort of factor to simulate the fact that the overall commander very often
had to operate on inspired guesswork. It is this very factor which gave rise to so many lost oppor
tunities for victory. It is fairly easy to mull over the battle in an armchair and say that General
Bloggins should have seized the opportunity to hurl in his reserves. 1 suspect that poor Bloggins
rarely knew the opportunity had even occurred. As you well know, even when generals were in the habit
of being on the field in person, orders went astray as aides were shot, and the general smoke and
confusion hid many things which are too clearly seen in a wargame.

1 appreciate that such a system may drift away from the two persons playing a slaughtering match
wargame but perhaps it is time that we tried to define what the purpose of wargaming is. Despite all
the publicity in one form and another, wargamers too often are presented as "playing battles with toy
soldiers" - perhaps there exists a need for someone to set up a staff college tor wargamers! Para
doxically, 1 think that the introduction of a confusion/communications factor could lead to a simpli
fication of rules. Perhaps it is worth more than instant dismissal as an idea."

Makes you think doesn't it?

DON FEATHERSTONE

SUBSCRIPTION RATES; 30p per copy + 6p postage - £{i.32p per annum for 12 issues.
Overseas - £A.50p (^13).
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MORE ON MORALE?

Harold Gerry

I read very appreciatively the Editor's review in the UEsbh "Newsletter" of General Hughes' book
on firepower, and enjoyed the book itself a week or two later, but I felt like writing a few words of
caution about putting the main emphasis on firepower in Napoleonic wargames. Mr. Griffiths' article
in the April issue in fact made many of the cautioning points better than I could have done. It is a
feature of this period of warfare that as soon as you think you have found a general rule covering
fighting methods and re-sult, you begin to remember quite a number of episodes which do not fit in at
all. Complicated of course by the fact that the Napoleonic wars were in fact a series of wars often
differing greatly from one another as regards the quality of the troops and the attitudes and ability
of their leaders. Even if you ignore the Revolution period up to 1801, ideally you have to distin
guish between the Grande Armee at its peak of training and morale between 1805 and 1808, then the
1809-12 period when it was greatly diluted in quality to meet the needs of huge Austrian and then
Russian campaigns carried on simultaneously with the Peninsular effort, then the 1813 period of mass
low-quality armies with increasing emphasis on artillery concentrations, and so on. In each of these
periods the quality and leadership of the enemy armies changed also.

To me this is one of the fascinations of the Napoleonic era. I am as interested in formulating
accurate yet playable sets of rules for a historical period almost as much as 1 am in painting figures
and devising terrain. So the 1805-15 period is a real challenge. I think most British wargamers find
it takes some time to shake off the deep impression of one aspect of the period left by early reading
of popular histories written by non-specialists such as we all start with. The picture of the
Peninsular British lines continually shooting the head-on columns to bits makes one wonder how the
French were so successful in the rest of Europe. You have to study campaigns in Central Europe for
some time to realise that it wasn't so much line firepower which was the winning factop in Spain, but
Wellington's superbly careful positioning and handling of his troops. The Prussians at Jena fought in
line and could fire the same tremendous volleys, but it did them no good, as they were invariably
badly positioned and led by unsure or inefficient generals. They must have felt early on that they
were being sacrificed uselessly and had been ineptly led. They were facing troops led by aggressive
gewerals who took advantage of every local weakness, using the sort of slightly wooded, undulating
terrain which suited French tactics perfectly. The Prussians formed part of an army which had got its
strategy wrong and was retiring to pick up more reserves. So the whole Spirit Of The Army On The Day,
as somebody called it, was wrong, and surely this is the crucial factor. It seems to,me that all the
Central European battles turned on the morale of the men and on the kind of leadership they were given.
And it was in the six huge campaigns in that region, and one in Russia, that the fate of Europe was
decided, hard though this may be for British wargamers to accept. (in 1812 the French cavalry corps
in Russia equalled the whole of Wellington's army in numbers).

Even in Spain, you can see that whether or not there was a technical firepower superiority was
not always decisive. There was no question of crushing British musketry at Salamanca when Cole's
crack division was attacked by columns of Clausel's division on the same kind of awkward terrain which
had been the undoing of good French infantry at Bussaco. It simply turned and ran. On the other side
of the coin, the French right at Corunna and Ferey's divion forming the rearguard at Salamanca held
their own deployed in line against equal or greater numbers, the former until the end of the action,
and Ferey until outr.fanked and attacked by two divisions.

A most illuminating episode comes from October 1813 when a force of Rifles and Portuguese attacked
a French fortification in the Pyrenees area. Assuming hastily from all the darkish uniforms that all
the attackers were Portuguese, the Frenchsallied out downhill with the bayonet, and the Allies turned
and rushed for safety. The French then realised, at closer quarters, that there were British involved,
and also saw some of the scarlet-uniformed 52nd in support, so they in turn lost their nerve and ran
back. So on both sides the thing was decided by what was in the minds of the men and their officers,
not by anything to do with superior weaponry.

What about actual wargame rules? Our experience has been that we added sublety after sublety to
our St. Albans rules until after eight years or so they had grown to eight closely typed foolscap
pages and we were forever consulting tables and minor details. The set had originally been based
mainly on morale, but this had become obscured by all kinds of fine points about the performance of
different kinds of troops. About a year ago the rules were replaced by a two-page set which went back
to stressing morale again, and everything else was drastically simplified. There was only light and
heavy cavalry (all my reading leads me to conclude that this is the only significant distinction in
Napoleonic times), and we assumed that infantry and artillery fired at a standard rate of accuracy,
which was only influenced by whether your unit was in a favourable or in an awkward situation. It is
how a unit behaves when under fire which decides each local a'ction. It could be objected that this
makes everything too predictable, but in fact we have simply shifted the unpredictability from fire
power to the steadiness of the troops concerned, which is still very faithful to the Napoleonic period.
By carefully balancing the few morale penalties, the rules make it very difficult to win when using
units in historically incorrect ways# Failure to provide supports for front—line units, failure to
use the appropriate formation for the situation, failure to use all three arms AND in effective associ
ation with one another, are all disastrous. There is no record—keeping and no consulting of fire
tables or. melee effectiveness tables. This in turn means that the table-top looks better (without the
usual mass of papers) and, once battle orders for each brigade or division have been written at the
beginning, the game proceeds with few interruptions. We have had the most decisive (and enjoyable)
games this last year which we have ever had. Whether or not you agree that it is the mental attitude
of troops which is crucial rather than weapon technology, 1 can assure you that games based on the
former rather than on the latter can be not only true to history but simple to play (an important
point if your group includes many who can only come to an occasional meeting, or the odd visitor) and
immensely entertaining.



TALKING WARGAMING

BEN HUB'S JUNIOR AR>iy

Retired Major-General Allyahu Ben Hur, former British
Army "Desert Rat" who fought under General Montgomery, stood
on the halcony of his hills.ide home and gestured up the
valley towards Lebanon.

"This is our shooting gallery", he said, removing his
shoulder holster. "Out there is Fatahland where the Arab

terrdrlats come from. At night we can sit here with our tea
and watch the flares and shellbursts. Its lovely."

General Ben-Hur became security aide to the Mayor of
Kiryat Shemoneh, a town of 18,000 about kO minutes walk from
the Lebanese border, a few months after a guerilla attack
last April in which 18 Israelis and three raiders were
killed.

Lookouts;

as lookouts.

His methods are unconventional; he has recruited boys and girls as young as 10 to act

General Ben Hur said "We use children of that age because they have sharp eyes. They look out for
strange people In this town children are brought up with an acute knowledge of weapons like the
Katyusha rockets that attack us from across the border. At four or five they know the difference
between a Kalatchinikov (sub-machine gun from Russia) and a Uzi." The Uzi is Israel's own burp gun.
"It is like a Scout game for them."

Apathy; The gravel-voiced veteran has become a controversial figure by accusing Israelis of
apathy toward their countrymen in volatile border regions. He urges a return to the defensive spirit
of Israel.

"Every house in Israel or at least every street should be supplied with arms," says the general.

He campaigned in the desert and Italy with Britain's Eighth Army under General Montgomery, and
was in charge of a training corps with the Jewish Army before Israel's Independence.

They'd be better off wargaming!

BRITISH ARMY'S NEW EQUIPMENT

ooOoo

Combat Dress: All Regular soldiers in temperate zones have now been issued with camouflaged
combat dress. Issues have also been made to some Territorial Army Volunteer Reserve units. The rest
of the TAVR will be equipped in the next few months. Troop trials of the tropical version have been
completed. The majority of unit recommendations for minor changes in design will be adopted. The
size range will cover requirements for Gurkhas. Material for the first production has been ordered
and the new tropical combat dress should enter service in mid-1975.

Heavy wool Jersey: Various treatments of the wool are being investjgated to improve this
garment's resistance to snagging and shrinkage. And because of the rising cost of wool, alternative
fibres and blends with other fibres are being examined. Wool for repairing the Jersey is available
in quartermasters' stores.

—ooOoo

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH

a. Who was it who was four times recommended for the V.C. but never received it because the
necessary papers were lost at the War Office?

b. Who was the best known 'fire-eater' of Marlborough's Army - who regarded a forlorn hope as a
'party of pleasure'?

c. Whose ranks fell-in on the burning decks of the Birkenhead?

d. Who were Lord Hardinge's 'plucky dogs' who charged and took at midnight the persistent Sikh
guns at Ferozeshah?

d. What commander when asked by a colonel confronted by immense odds at Barossa, answered
"Fight!"? . .



THE SWOP-SHOP
There has been Insufficient time since the inception of this scheme for any swop-offers to arrive

i:. but it is hoped that they will shortly come flooding in. Keep it brief — and take this opportunity
to get rid of unwanted and surplus wargaming or military items in exchange for something you really
need w

This new WABGAMER'S NEWSLETTER service aims at setting-up a workable exchange system among
British wargamers. At present, because of postal difficulties and delays, this service must be res
tricted to wargamers resident in Great Britain. The system will work in the following manner:

a) If you have something to swop -

1. List the items for exchange on the voucher below.

2. Cut it out and send it to -

The Editor,
Swop Shop,

Wargamer's Newsletter,
69 Hill Lane,

Southampton SOl 5AD.

The 'goods' will then be listed in the next issue of the Newsletter.

b) If you see items listed that you fancy, send a voucher together with a plaiuj stamped envelope
to the Editor, who will address it, and pass it on - any negotiations can then be carried on direct.
You are welcome to simultaneously avail yourself of both ends of the swopping system.

Please note that vouchers are ONLY valid for the month indicated.

SWOP-SHOP VOUCHER - SEPTEMBER 197!

Name:

Address:

I have the following goods to offer:-

2. I am interested in Item No. offered by

,I enclose a plain, stamped (5ip) envelope.

I can offer in exchange, the following:-

3. I am anxious to obtain the following:-
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THE SOLENT WARGAMES SOCIETY 1

The Solent Wargames Society has been in existence for approximately 3 years and was originally
founded by Bert-Taylor (President), Keith Thomas (Secretary/Treasurer) and David Meades (Editor/
Chairman). Our Society was then joined by some of the more senior members of a wargames group at
Portsmouth Grammar School and then we moved from strength to strength. We now number at least 20
hardcore members (people who have attended 6 or more meetings) and some 20 others who have attended
less than 6 meetings. As the Society expanded we stopped holding meetings at Queens Road and our
Secretary's house and moved meeting place to the Portsmouth Y.M.C.A., Penny Street, Portsmouth, where
we have been since the last 12 months.

Our meetings are held on the second Saturday of each month from 2 p.m. to whenever the last
battle ends (usually 6.30 although some meetings have been known to go on to 8.30 p.m.) We normally
have at least 2 wargames going; Ancients and Napoleonic being the most popular although board games
are making an appearance as well as I/3OO World War II. At the June meeting we will have a Mediaeval
Japanese v Mongols battle and hopefully a Middle Earth one plus the usual Ancient (if people bring
along their troops).

We use Wargames Research Group 1000 BC - 1000 AD rules for Ancient battles, London Wargames
Section for Napoleonic although our Napoleonic sub-section is producing a set based on Bruce Quarrie's
Napoleonic rules but I believe these are still in the process of being written. World War II and
World War III battles are fought with Wargames Research Group rules, and for Mediaeval battles we use
the Birmingham Gods Acre rules. Members of our Society have fought Western gunfight skirmish and
Japanese battles using the appropriate set of rules.

Our Newsletter "Articles of War" has been going for a year and has included articles on such
varied subjects as Black September, the Hittites, the American Civil War, the Spanish Civil War,
France 14k5-lA^8, the political scene at the time of the English Civil War plus a long running series
entitled Charge which is concernedviihthe Wargames Research Group 1000 BC - lOOOAD rules, battle
reports, etc.

mm
IN MINIATUHE

IN TUNBRIDGE WELLS
CONFIDENTIAL FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION.

TOP PRIORITY INTELLIGENCE REPORTS THAT COMPREHENSIVE WELL-STOCKED NEW SUPPLY BASE

ICR HOBBYISTS - MODEIWAKERS - WARGAMERS - COLLECTORS OF ALL AGES NOW ESTABLISHED

IN TUNBRIDGE WELLS....STOP....PRIMARY OBJECTIVE TO PROVIDE STRONG BACKING WITH
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STOP....IATEST TYPES OF EQUIPMENT AND TROOP REINFORCEMENTS INCLUDING VETERAN
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9.00 HOURS TO 17.30 HOURS....STOP.
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OF WIDESPREAD CAMPAIGN IN ADVANCED STAGES OF PREPARATION....STOP.

TOP SECRET INFORMATION....STOP....THIS NEWLY CONSTRUCTED BASE IS LOCATED IN THE

BASEMENT SECTOR OF N0.I8B THE PANTILES - IN THE HEART OF HISTORIC TUNBRIDGE WELLS -
KENT - TELEPHONE. TUNBRIDGE WELLS (0892) 22684....STOP....IDENTIFIED AS KEY
OPERATIONS CENTRE 1st MINUTURE WARFARE DIVISION - No 1. COMPANY HEADQUARTERS -
ONSER DIRECTION AND COMMAND OF WIDELY EXPERIENCED CAMPAIGNERS G. ERIK & G. BUTLER.

....STOP....



BATTLE REPORT
THE BATTLE OF BISRI

This was an imaginary "battle iought between an early
Roman force (about 500 A.D.) and a Gallic, dare I say, horde!
I was in command of the Roman force with a friend taking /1 jP^
command of the Gauls. / t

The table was approximately 6x6 ft., the rules were :
Wargames Research Group and I agreed to his troops having
two hills from which to make a mad Gallic charge. My oppon- pj
ent was fiercely determined to beat me as I was unbeaten in
Ancient wargeimes in our school society and my previous de-
feated opponents had nominated him to get revenge. (I re
gard myself as a good Ancient wargamer, but this is more than made up for by my pathetic and futile
attempts to play a wargame in any other era.)

Before I begin the account of the actual battle here is a map of the initial troop positions, pre
ceded by a list of the forces involved.

Blue maniple - l6 figs."
Yellow maniple - 16 figs
Red cavalry Turma - 8 figs.
Green Aux. Infantry - 12 figs.
White Aux. Archers - 8 figs
Praetorian Guard - 12 figs.

1st Warband - 18 figs.
2nd Warband - 18 "figs.
3rd Warband - 18 figs.
Medium cavalry - 8 figs.
Light cavalry - 8 figs.
Light infantry - 12 figs.
'Heavy bodyguard - 8 figs.

^ - bodyguard
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The first few moves passed with my force advancing slowly-, towards the enemy, carefully covering
my right flank as his two flanks threatened mine, but did not commit themselves. My Archers advanced
to within range of their Gallic counterparts and the ensuing exchange of Javelins and arrows resulted
in the Gauls suffering heavy casualties and retiring behind the Bodyguard.

The next move saw my two maniples (Blue and Yellow) advance to support the Archers who were show
ering the bodyguard with arrows, but doing little damage. As they did this the three warbands sudden
ly came hurtling down the hill, getting half-way to the Archers. These did not panic however and in
an orderly fashion passed through the legionaries to the rear. The warbands continued their advance
and charged smack into the Blue and Yellow maniples. At the same time my left flank caught his light
cavalry napping and engaged them while they were at a considerable disadvantage. The big question was
would my legionaries hold, and there was an unusual hush as I threw the dice. I threw bad dice, but
not too bad and so his warbands only pushed me back. However, this was enough to give them an advant
age in the next round of melee.

I routed his light cavalry, but his bodyguard had moved over to cover his warband's rear so my
success was minimal. I tried to tempt his Medium cavalry with my Praetorian Guard and it worked,
probably because his cavalry were beautifully painted up and looked invincible. This was proved to be
a grave mistake as they floundered against the wall of Guardsmen and were totally annihilated in two
moves.



During the second of these two moves his warhands had suceeded in pushing hack my legionaries
again, hut in doing so exposed their flank to my Praetorian Guard. They showed no mercy and next
move crashed into the Gallic rear, causing havoc. In a moment of panic my opponent moved the body
guard half-way.to my Guardsmen, thus exposing the other flank to carnage.

Eventually the Gallic Chieftain, plus three Guardsmen and eleven other Gauls, limped from the
field leaving their comrades dead or dying on the battle plain.

My casualties were as follows:-

Blue maniple - 3 figures; Cavalry - 1 figure; Yellow maniple - 4 figures;
Archers - 1 figure; Light infantry - 2 figures; Guardsmen - 1 figure.

My opponent eventually got his revenge and soundly beat me two weeks later.

The troops were as follows -

Roman legionaries - Minifigs.
"  cavalry - "

Medium " - "
Gallic bodyguard - "
"  light cavalry - Converted Airfix

All light infantry and Gallic warriors - Airfix.

He really lost by committing his flanks at the wrong time and lack of missile power (after re
treating to the rear of the legionaries my archers fired overhead at the rear ranks of his warband,
causing great casualties).

the game of war

Prussian

Field Artillery

Guard unterotFizier,

1870

Verdy de Vernois's

RICiiL' KiV .... '.i'l '■ ■. -v

The noted instructor of the Prussian,
Army, Verdy de Vernois, introduced a
major change into war gaming In 1876,
when he insisted on the free con
duct of the game, without hampering
rules and calculations. This philosophy
was the catalyst which broke war gaming
into two separate schools—Free Krieg-
spiel and Rigid Kriegspiel. The rigid
type continued to develop, notably with
Naumann's famous Das Regimentskrieg-
spiel. The free variety, also sponsored by
Meckel, of Hanover, developed a direc
tor to judge effects of fi re and other
eventualities, based on experience.

a period of
KAVAi. WAR GAfVU'l- . 1S76.1900

During this period, when Great Britain,
Germany, the United States, and Russia
were developing their fleets, many naval
war games were devised, in varying de
grees of complexity and realism. Admiral
Alfred Thayer Mahan's Influence of Sea
Power Upon History added interest to
these developments, and at least one
novel. The Great Pacific War, forecast
the Pacific strategies of World War II
with uncanny accuracy. Around 1897,
Lieutenant William McC. Little devel
oped a naval war game in the United
States. It was much later that the Jap
anese developed map games which were
designed to rehearse their attack on Pearl
Harbor and their occupations of the
Southwest Pacific littorals.

Major W. R. Livermore, of the Corps of
Engineers, made the fi rst important Am
erican contribution to war gaming, in a
work based mainly on German writings
as translated by Captain Baring for the
British Army. Livermore's war game used
"ideal" topographical maps, colored
pieces to symbolize forces, a game direc
tor to set a general problem, three dif
ferent rooms of maps, charts and loga
rithmic tables on movement of forces,
losses, and effects of tire. An improve
ment of Naumann's similar charts, these
were based on experience of the Civil
War and other conflicts. Dice were used
to determine the effects of chance on the
combat, and the calculations included
minute details of state of training, morale,
terrain variations, and the like.

Officer of the United States Army Corps of Engineers, 1

Lieutenant C. A. L. Totten, of the 4th
United States Cavalry, published his
book of Strategos, his own war game,
about the same time as Livermore's,
claiming that it was developed without
reference to earlier German Kriegspiel
plans. Strategos was divided into a
Battle Game and an Advanced Game,
the former for beginners, a lack Totten
had felt in earlier games. It was played
on a chess-like game board, 48 by 40
inches, with pieces to represent troops,
and fi xed moves, as in chess. The Ad
vanced Game used large maps or charts,
with a scale of five to 10 inches to the
mile. Losses, effects of fire, and other
eventualities were.calculated mathemat
ically, and a director was used. Eben
Swift, of the 5th Cavalry, in 1897 intro
duced Free Kriegspiel to the U. S. Army
by translating du Vernois's A Simplified
War Game,,

United States
cavalryman.

1872
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FIREPOWER IN NAPOLEONIC WARGAMES

Peter OouIUesbrouKh

Paddy Griflith's article on this subject was of great ' , -
interest and I shali look forward to reading Colonel du
Picq's hook when I can get hold of it. It seems to Justify ;
a rule recently devised by diaries Dick as one of the many /
amendments that he and I tiave been making over tiie years. * f X
'Infantry who have Just fired must throw 5-6 with an
ordinary dice in order to charge home.' To this I added a
corresponding rule. 'Retreating infantry with pursuers
within charging distance may not halt unless they can fire Jf
or throw 5-6 with an ordinary dice.' ^5^ ̂

But the distinction to be drawn is surely not simply BsEp / W
that morale was more important than firepower. After all, / jM M
moi-ale entered into a firelight. 'Hard pounding this,
gentlemen. Let us see who can pound the longest.' What V.A
is really being claimed is that in attack or counter-attack
the threat of a iiayonet charge was more effect,i\e than elose-
ran.'ie musketry and that such a charge was more Mkeli' to be
pressed home if the infantry cjuceiiied did not fire. It is
certainiy true that Bugeaud's ufteii-quotod desci lptiou of column against line in the Penins
speaks of one volley from the British line befoie it counter-attacked. But it would be gi i
far to deny that the reason for t'.ie line as a defensive formation was its superior firepowe
for a single volley.

ula oril;.
HQ- too

I', e\ en

If Paddy's case can be substantiated it seems that Napoleonic rules should make 'it more diffi
cult to charge home after firing, at least at close lange. They should also make it-more difficult
to stop charging infantry by firepower alone.

It is undoubtedly true that most Napoleonic.- rules give far too many iiil' c r> melees in the open.
Infantry who neither counter-attack themselves nor stop the enemy charge by ire should give way
before the charge. It has always seemed to me that the trouble with this i that it makes the
victorious attackers inflict no casualties at ail, whereas in reality some of the beaten infanti>
would surely surrender. We deal with this by having ;i sh i i melee with few casualties, but with toc>
beaten side losing a number of prisoners equal to theii- .asualties. It seems that we should gi\-e o
greater advantage to the side that charges home - sonuM. i ng like Don Featherstone's 'impetus' woi!:i.i-
ing in WAR GAMES. Another way would be for the charged side to give way -a.id also to lose prisc/iic- j -
according to a throw.

The 'flinch' system of the Wargame Research Group rules deals quite well with this particulri-
situation, but it is not one that I like generally. The flinch that r-rcduces a movement forward seems
all right - a body of disciplined infantry might well have been halted by enemy fire without going
completely out of control, but once it had started to fall back it would have gone out of control and
would have had to be rallied some way back. I think that the c;oncept of involuntarily 'falling back
with face to the enemy' is not suited to a period when troops were trained for close-order battle
drill. It may be suitable for undrilled troops of an earliei- period or for troops of a more modern
period fighting in open order and at longer ranges.

A NATIONAL ARMY MUSEUM RELEASE. MAY 1975 - U.S. SUPPLIES ARMS TO MUSEUM.

Yesterday two large crates containing one of the first reallj' effective rapid-fire guns, a ten-
barrel Gatling, were heaved into the National Army Museum. The gun was invented by Richard Gatling in
1862 and given British trials in 1867, but was not entirely successful when taken on the Ashanti exped
ition of 187^, and by the Royal Navy to Zululand in 1879. Unlike its immediate predecessors, it was
phenomenally reliable when used with good ammunition, its hand-cranked action was very fast, shooting
at a rate of 200 rounds per minute, and testers got off 100,000 rounds in three days. It was also ex
tremely accurate; 100^ of its shots would hit a 10 ft square target at 500 yards. Although now rather
more than a hundred years old its design is still the basis for the U.S. Vulcan, the fastest-firing
gun in the world. After failing to acquire a Gatling in Britain, Vi11iam Reid the Director of the
National Army Museum, was loaned one by the Connecticut State Library and towards the end of 1975, the
gun will go on show in a new gallery, telling the story of the development of British military weapons.
Visitors who know the name Gatling only from Newbolt's poem will see what sort of gun it was that
jammed leaving a dead colonel and a schoolboy's voice to rally the remnants of a broken infantry square.

ooOoo

Wargamers are human beings like everyone else and do not spend all their time painting figures
- sometimes they take their wife to see a film. However, why not use guile and take her to see
something that really matches your own interest? How about the following which are likely to be
around at your local in the not-too-distant future? At present shooting in Spain is THE WIND AND
THE LION which stars Sean Connery and Candy Bergen and with Brian Keith playing Teddy Roosevelt.
This period is 190k when the hero, trapped in .'^Morocco was saved by United States marines. There
is an anti-war film HEARTS AND MINDS, on the subject of Vietnam which might be seen although 1
understand it is having trouble getting released. After his great success with ZULU, Stanley Baker
plans a film with the working title of ZULU DAWN which deal with the events leading up to the
massacre at Isandhlwana; it is scheduled to start shooting in'April 1975. Another L^ilm dealing wi'th
Zulus is SHAKA but as it is produced in South Africa it might not get to this country. Then there
is CONDUCT UNBECOMING which is being shot in India and Pakistan and stars Michael York, Richard
Attenborough, Trevor Howard, SSssannah York, Christopher Plummer and Stacy Keach; it is set in the
1870's on the Indian Frontier. An ABC TV mini-series THE CHILDREN OF PRIDE is a six part series
being financed by Mobil Oil. It shows the United States Civil War through the eyes of one family
over a 14 year period. The book won the National Book award for history. All the information con
tained here about these films is culled from John'Mansfield's bi-weekly magazine SIGNAL.
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THE SKIRMISH LINE

•CAPTURE THE 95th RIFLEMANl'
m

by Ian Colwil I

No doubt al l of you have seen the Airfix advert for their 95th Rifleman Col lector's figure.
Wel l , I found myself fascinated by the possibil ities that their sales l ine 'Capture the
95th Rifleman' suggested to me in terms of a skirmish game. I must also confess to
being influenced by C.S. Forrester's 'Death to the French' , a must for anyone who
wants to capture the atmosphere of the Peninsular War.

The game, as I saw it, would go l ike this. A six foot by four foot table, with terrain as
shown on the mapj one experienced player to be the Rifleman (who would start the game
at point A). Ten French players, one per figure, with experienced players as veterans,
not so experienced players as averages and total ly inexperienced players as novices (who
would start on the road at B). The latter idea is a real possibil ity for those idiots l ike
myself who run wargames clubs in schools! To add to the confusion, or rather real ism,
the ten French players sat at the south end of the table and the height of the slope plus
the ridiculously low level of school chairs combined to render visibil ity of the area beyond
the slope, impossible. (Of course, you then have to keep them sat down and being a
schoolmaster helps there tool) Final ly, we used 25mm Airfix figures and play-tested
the new Napoleonic Skirmish Rules (not avai lable yet, we' l l let you know when).
The game began with a talk from 'Sir' outi ining the situation; the Retreat to Corunna,
French on the heels of the British, British stragglers, as wel l as an hostile indigenous
popu I at i on.

The French were told that they were a group of new recruits being sent up to the front to
join their regiment ( ecce Forrester). The Rifleman, and there was only one, was told
he had been cut off and now saw his duty as delaying the French until he could rejoin his
regiment. The French players were given no indication that their enemy comprised one



man, indeed they were led to bel ieve the one player controlled a similar force to theirs.

So much for the briefing. The game started with the French plodding along the road for

two phases. Then a shot rang out and the officer was thrown over clutching his arm.

The French novices and averages were told they had heard a shot but the veterans were

told it was a rifle shot. A bal l of cotton wool 'smoke' betrayed the firer's position.

The reaction of the French at this point was perhaps excusable. With the officer

wounded the Sergeant yelled, ' Avec moi' , and rushed to the lee of the slope where he

was soon joined by al l the novices. However, two averages decided to get medals,, or

court martial led and ran off up the road to an overturned wagon. It is sad to record that

no one risked his l ife to give solace to the wounded Captain.

The French were, of course, expecting a ful l scale ambush by Spanish guerillas, but now

there was nothing but silence. The rifleman had left his position and was running across

the fields to the stream. He reached it, ducked behind a bush and began to reload.

Meanwhile he was puzzled - where were the damned Frogs? The lay of the land combined

with the French players' low eye level meant that they were unable to see the Rifleman's

movements, of course.

Not surprisingly the French were sti l l in the lee of yon slope with the novices waiting for

the Sergeant to tel l them what to do and the Sergeant wishing the Officer would tel l him.

Final ly the Sergeant sent two men forward to 'Advance on the wal l ' . One novice stealthily

stalked the hostile bush while the other stood up and charged it in a truely heroic French

fashion. Both shot at the bush, so emptying their muskets and were somewhat annoyed

to find that no one was there. The Sergeant's force now advanced to the wal l at the top

of the slope.

Meanwhile the two intrepid averages were creeping around al l and sundry, dashing from
cover to cover and slowly converging on the ruined cottage. Surely the green jacket
was herel He wasn't!

He was, in fact, taking careful aim at the group of French at the wall. The group waited
while the Officer, now back in action, rejoined them. He formed a skirmish l ine of sorts

and the French advanced. One man climbed over the wal l and began an advance across
the pasture. No finer target could have been presented to the Rifleman. The rifle cracked,
the man fel l with a leg wound, and the Rifleman raced off over the bridge into the woods.

The skirmish l ine dissolved. The French, l ike an exhausted pack of dogs who finally see
their prey, went off into a run and raced towards the bridge. The French Officer's protest
was in vain. The two averages joined the chase. One of the novices was the first man

to cross the stream. He had an empty musket (which no one had reminded him to reload)

and hadn't thought about fixing his bayonet. He broke into the forest with great determin
ation only to receive a fatal wound from the fixed sword of the Rifleman. He had fixed his

sword bayonet once he had got into the cover of the woods.

Having dealt with three Frenchmen the Rifleman now decided that discretion was the

better part of valour and headed off into the depths of the forest. The French stumbled

across their dead comrade and suddenly appreciated the danger of a pel l mel l chase
through a dense forest. The pursuit was called off. They had not caught the 95th Rifleman.

The game ably demonstrated the difference in play when neither side is able to monitor the
table with a bird's eye view and therefore have knowledge of what is happening on other
parts of the terrain, even if nothing is done to directly affect this other activity. It also
reflected the much more cautious play which results from neither side having any clear
idea of how many men the enemy has deployed, which is much more in l ine with real

skirmish situations.

The rules used were the prototype Napoleonic Skirmish Rules which, because of longer
reloading times, have a phase representing 4 to 5 seconds. There are many advantages
to this new time scale, enough to cause us to use it as the basic time scale for the rules

in Don's forthcoming book. Ah, but that is another story!



THE MINIATURE PRECISION DRILL SET OF PRECISION PETITE LTD.

Reviewed toy Lt. Cmdr. J.Sandars R.N.

(Well known modeller and BMSS member)

A small battery powefred drill is a most useful tool for almost any modelmaker who stops short of
the heavy engineering fields of model railways, etc., and the military modeller is no exception. Even
the figure maker or converter will find burrs, power brushes, and small grinders useful on metal or
hard plastic, while the ability to drill keying holes quickly and neatly in soft plastic is a great
help to those who work on polythene figures.

The 'Precision Petite' drill is compact enouffh to be easily held in the hand, and has a wide
variety of tools that can be powered by it. The urill itself, which includes a couple of feet of
flex and an ineonious connector to couple it to a pair of Ever Ready 1289, or similar 'ii volt
batteries, costs about i;? and is fitted with a chuck that will, with different collets, take drills
and tool shanks from to 2fmm diameter.

Two standard sets of tools, together with the drill and a carrying case, are available, one with
10 items, at around £11, and the other with 30 at about £lti.30. The larger set includes 5 twist drills
from 2-| down to (mm., five blade drills of a similar range, seven burrs of various shapes, (some dis
tinctly reiiiin is(-ent of dentistry!), six grinders, one abrasive wheel, two abrasive saw discs, a wire
and a bristle brush, a felt and a wash leather polishing wheel.

The carrying case is a natty affair rather like a typewriter rase, with the drill and tools set
in polyurethane foam. Although handy for carriage this is a bit cui'ibersome on the vrorkbench, and the
tools can get jjiessed down into the foam and lost. Modellers uith a permanent workplace will probably
prefer to keep the drill in a wall clip, and the tools in a dri lled block of wood or something similar.
It is also unJikel>' thai, a military modeller, particularly a beginner would be able to make use of the
full set of 30, or even Id tools. He would probably do better to get the drill, and buy the few tools
that he needs, which are available as replacements at 40p each, separately.

Additional equipment can be obtained in the form of a drill stand which could be useful to vehicle
builders, but probably not to figure workers, and a flexible extension drive about I'B" long which
would seem also to have a fairly limited application since the drill itself is small enough to be used
in fairly confined spaces.

The machine is easy to operate vi/ith one hand while holding the work In the other, but the switch
is rather awkward compared with the push buttontypeon the end which another make of drill uses; on the
other hand it is less eas,\' to operate accidentally while changing the tool, so is probably safer.

The battery connectoi- al lows the drill to run at two speeds, but with only two kk volt batteries
it is rather underpowered and woik, particularly with the larger tools, has to be taken very slowly
to avoid undue loss of speed or stal ling. Better results were obtained by discarding the connectoi'
and connecting the drill direct across three Ever Ready 126 kj volt batt ries in series (the drill is
rated up to lA volts so this is quite safe.) This limits use lo a single speed. A mains transformer
is also available to give 12 volt DC for about £6, but unless very frequent use is envisaged this
would seem uneconomic, as with the low current taken the batteries can last for many months.

In view of the delicacy of some of the tools it is to be hoped that replacements are readily
available as advertised, as however carefully they are used breakages will be inevitable.

In summary, I think that the average military modeller would get good value by buying the drill
and two or three types of tool, (I find that I only regularly use two sizes of drill and a notary
brush for cleaning up araldite castings) but that unless he has other uses for it, a complete kit, and
the extras of drill stand, extension and transformer may not be worth his while.

As the name suggests the drill is of French manufacture; the UK agents are Precision Petite Ltd.,
119a High Street, Teddington TWll BHG, Middlesex. Te. 01-977-0878.

The following letter has been received from L.Hannington -

"Recently 1 wrote to you about where I might procure a copy of Panzerfaust 63, and as yet I have
received no answer. I still want that particular issue by the way, but since I have read your May
issue of Wargamer's Newsletter I also desire a copy of Guidon, as it might have interesting info about
the flags of Neopolitan forces during 1815. ALSO - As you are still making vague comments about
Middle Earth and fantasy in general, as well as being snobbish enough lo not even participate so that
you might be able to properly originate opinions, I thought I might ask you to sample the Sword and
Sorcery Society so you can limbo up your imagination muscles. Plainly this must be so if you continue
to fight in such boring periods as Ancients and Moderns.

Having let off steam enough I think I had better give the relevant details. Anybody who wants to
join can do so by sending £1.50p to 96 Hamstead Road, Great Barr, Birmingham, West Midlands BA3 5BN -
the cheques or P.Os should be made payable to "The Sword and Sorcery Society". They recei .'e a copy
of the Society magazine called Dragons Lair monthly or as often as there is stuff to fit it. The
Society had published its own set ol rules and would love an unbigoted write up. In respect to
Wargamer's Newsletter, why don't you publish ibo odd naval or aerial wargame article, somet ling about
the less popular ways of wargaming."

The simple answers are that if l .llannington (or any other reader) lacks the courtesy and thought
to enclose t. stamped envelope (or International Reply Coupon) then I lack the inclination to answer
his queries. As to choice of wargaming period - its a free hobby and we can all follow whatever lines
appeal to us, presumably without incurring the scorn, derision or contempt of those who might not
agree.
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machine that won Austerlitz and Jena, and then sSj^
declined into the clumsy instrument with which Napoleon tried to bludgeon the increasingly efficient
Austrians, Russians and Prussians. It is all too easy to see the Napoleonic period as one. With
separate chapters on the different campaigns, Don is able to bring out the changes as well as the con
tinuity. Another advantage of a piecemeal analysis of the "Gteat Wars", is that it shows how insigni
ficant was the British role, at least until 1809. A British wargamer tends too easily to think of the
Napoleonic Wars purely as the Peninsular War, with incompetent French columns going down to inevitable
defeat at the hands of invincible lines of Redcoats. This book shows how much more scope there is in
the Napoleonic period than such an analysis would suggest.

The Napoleonic era has all the attraction of a period that saw a new pattern of mobility and
decisiveness super-imposed on tactics and strategy, combined with the glamour of such names as Blucher,
Wellington, Murat and above all the Emperor. The lesser conflicts that it overshadows are in some ways
no less satisfactory for wargames purposes. The War of 1812 presents the intriguing spectacle of
jungle warfare with muzzle-loaders - there must be ample scope for individual skirmish games here. The
1859 Italian campaign has always seemed unfairly neglected to me, although the complete lack of suitable
figures provides sufficient reason for neglect of a short and rather obscure war. Unlike other European
wars of the period, such as the Crimea or Sadowa campaign, the two sides were sufficiently well matched
to have similar chances of success, a most important consideration in wargaming!

Besides the chronological chapters, Don has written a number of general chapters introducing the
major features of the period. He explains the concepts behind the "Fighting Assessment Charts" that
follow each chapter, summarising the capabilities of the armies in the campaign that has just been
described. Such a system can be very useful for giving an objective view of an army's fighting value,
making it possible to avoid tedious and inaccurate points systems for choosing armies. However the
charts still depend on subjective judgements of the different elements that make up the final score,
which may be distorted by biased ratings without the bias being obvious in the final score. For
instance 1 feel that the British army in Egypt in 1801 is overrated. Its manoeuvrability was lower
than that of the French and it almost entirely lacked horses and transport which ought to reduce its
score under "Composition of Army". In addition its subordinate commanders refused to obey Abercomby's
successor until Sir John Moore rejoined the army, hardly behaviour that justifices a rating of "3".

More generally useful are the chapters on the effects of smoke and the basic tactics used through
out the period, during and after the Napoleonic Wars. Particularly valuable are the details of
battalion organisation and formations used by the different nations. There is also a chapter on the
Handling of Napoleonic Cavalry, something most wargamers seem to do very badly.

Obviously in a book of such scope, there are bound to be points of disagreement. It is not
always very clear how the more theoretical passages relate to the table-top. However, if there are
gaps in the presentation then they should inspire people to think the issues out more fully for them
selves, hopefully using some of the books mentioned in the copious bibliography. Anyone starting to
game the Napoleonic period or wishing to expand the scope of their games would do well to look at this
book.

(Reviewed by Richard Brooks)

Copies of WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES VOLUME III personally inscribed to YOU by name and signed by
the author can be obtained throught WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER at £A.AOp plus 35p postage and packing -
e4.75p.



MODELLING MINIATURE FIGURES edited toy Bruce Quarrie. (9" x 6"; 152 pages; many photographs and,
line drawings. Patrick Stephens Limited - £3.75p).

Covering all the popular scales and materials, this hook discusses how toasic commercial figures,
can toe animated and converted toy those who are not necessarily experts. It is divided into sections
- number one is devoted to the ever increasing ranges of plastic figures from OO/HO scale to the
larger Airfix models. Section two deals with metal figures from the small wargames models through
the 5^mm and up to the larger display figures while Section three contains a miscellany of useful
instant tips on casting your own figures, carving them from wood and constructing dioramas. Tools,
materials, modelling techniques and figure sources are all covered and illustrated so that the toook
is a veritable treasure house of information for tooth wargamer, model maker and military collector.
Edited toy Bruce Quarrie, Editor of Airfix Magazine, the toook is written toy a dozen men who either
specialise or are highly experienced in the subject about which they write. The full contents are as
follows - Small-scale plastic figures - Robert C.Gibson; 5'imm figures in polythene - Roy Dilley; 5Amm
scale collectors' models - Bill Hearne and Sid Horton; Acetate figures - 'Mac' Kennaugh; Large scale-
plastic figures - Joe Gadd; Metal 'wargames' figures - George Gush; 30mm 'diorama' figures - Bruce
Quarrie; 5^mm metal collectors' models - Robert C. Gibson; Large-scale metal figures - Cesare Milani;'
Old Britains' figures - Roy Dilley; Horse anatomy and animation - 'Mac' Kennaugh; Dioramas and scenic
work - Roy Dilley; Casting your own models - Donald F. Featherstone and Carving figures from wood -
Martin Rendall.

A CONCISE DICTIONARY OF MILITARY BIOGRAPHY toy Martin Windrow and Francis H.Mason. (9i" x 6i";
337 pages. Osprey Publishing Limited - £5.95p}.

A.'iiew military game has been originated toy this toook simply, it consists of thinking of the
name of a famous soldier and then seeing if you can "beat the toook" - so far the only one 1 have
thought of who is not included in this fascinating biography is General Benedek, the vacillating
commander of the defeated Austrians at Koniggratz in 1866! This concise dictionary lists 200 of the
most significant names in land warfare from the 10th to the 20th centuries - they are all there and
they do not have to toe great commanders tout men whose influence on the military events of not only
their own day tout later has been marked. Thus we find Captain Liddell-Hart, T.E.Lawrence, Robert
Rogers and.David Stirling among others. An ideal bedside toook, the reader could set himself the
object of learning about "a soldier a night". Invaluable to the writer tout of equal use to the war-
gamer who, when attempting to simulate reality, wishes to adequately classify his commanders so far
as ability, bravery, speed of thought and movement, tactical and strategical talents, etc., etc. are
concerned.

BRITISH BATTLEFIELDS - Scotland and the Border toy Philip Warner. (S" x 5i"; l60 pages; 16
maps. Osprey Publishing Limited - £2.95p).

This is the fourth and final toook in the series which describes all the major battle sites of
England, Scotland and Wales - the others toeing British Battlefields in the South; British Battlefields
in the North and British Battlefields in the Midlands. The author, Philip Warner is a Senior
Lecturer at the Royal Military Academy at Sandhurst and is well known for a numtoe'r of excellent
military books many of. which have been of tJie greatest value to-the'wargamer. A couple of years ago
when a group of the Wessex Military Society toured Scotland looking at battlefields, this toook would
have been invaluable to us because it gives just eiioujih vital information to toe read "on the site"
while the maps are reprints of existing Ordnance Survey maps with all the latest road numbers, etc.,
etc. One of the most difficult things in trying to find a field fought over long ago is to sort out
its original configurations from all the houses and other natural and man-made impedimenta now
cluttering the scene. Very ably this toook draws aside the curtain and makes the discovery of these
fields a much easier business. It covers the following battles - Stirling Bridge; Falkirk; Bannock-
burn; Halidon Hill; Neville's Cross; Homildon Hill; Ancrum Moor; Pinkie; Newtourn; Kilsyth; Philip-
haugh; Duntoar; Killiecrankie; Glencoe; Prestonpans and Culloden. This series can also toe obtained
in paperback which brings them well within the reach of the impecunious wargamer.

,  TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - No. 2 - A wargamers' guide to the Russian Campaign 19^1-19^5 toy Bruce
Quarrie. (8f" x 5i" 200 pages; 25 photographs; 27 maps and diagrams. Patrick Stephens Ltd - £3.95p)

This is the second in the series begun toy Donald Featherstone's TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - A
wargamers' guide to the Western Desert Campaign 19''tO-19'42 and is written toy the ubiquitous Bruce
Quarrie, Editor of Airfix Magazine. A handbook specifically written for the wargamer it quite
accurately claims "having purchased this toook, all you need to begin fighting Russian Front tank
battles in miniature are some model tanks (the majority of which are listed in the Appendix); a tape
measure; some dice; a playing area. The following chapters give all the information you need to
organise your forces and bring them together in combat." Until the advent of the excellent and wide
ranges of 1:300 scale model tanks, the realistic recreation of the vast sprawling armoured battles
that took place in Russia were tout a dream. Now it is possible, with a large enough floor space and
sufficient wargamers to handle the vehicles, to even reproduce the greatest of all tank battles - at
Kursk in July 19^3. Here the Germans threw in 900,000 men; 10,000 guns and 2,700 tanks and 2,500
aircraft which were held toy 17 Russian Armies consisting of 1,337,000 men; 20,220 guns; 3,306 tanks
and 2,650 aircraft. Well, that might toe a bit ambitious tout it could toe done! As I attempted to do
in the first toook in the series on the Western Desert Campaign, Bruce uses authentic writings to
describe what it was really like to fight in a tank under Russian front conditions. Its chapters on
German and Russian armoured development organisation and tactics are excellent as are his sections
dealing with every tank and vehicle used on tooth sides together with performance tables. The toook
suggests ways of simulating tank and anti-tank gun firing; infantry movement and firepower; infantry
support weapons; the aircraft and how to recreate aerial combat over the wargames table. Separate
chapters cover the lines of communication and supply; minefields and tank obstacles in general,
partisans, armoured trains, tank recovery and maintenance, board wargames and the availability of
model vehicles for wargaming. I would like to think that Bruce Quarrie and I, with our two books,
have opened up new vistas of wargaming for the table-top general with a mechanical and technical
frtime of mind.

UNIFORMS AND ORGANISATIONS OF THE IMPERIAL GERMAN ARMY 1900—1918 toy F.J.Stephens and Graheun



^Igddocks. (9" X 7i"; 80 pages; many photographs and 8 full colour pages. Almark Publishing Company
Limited - £1.75p soft cover; £2.75p hardback).

An immense amount oi research has obviously gone into producing this very informative handbook
which contains a fascinating selection of German photographs of the pre-lOft und their World War I -
^rmy. Everything is included that will lighten the wargamer interested in this period in building
up an Imperial German Army in the correct uniforms and with the authentic organisation of the period.
I never fail to see T.V. film of the Wehrmach of World War II without wondering how we managed to
beat them - I get the same reaction from reading of this well organised and equipped army that began
the destruction of the 20th century world as we know it.

FLODDEN - The Anglo-Scottish War of 1513 by Charles Kightly. (9" x 7i"; ^8 pages; numerous
photographs and drawings, 16 full colour pages. Almark Publishing Company Limited - £1.25p soft
cover: £2.25p hardback).

This is a very pleasing booklet which should be of inestimable value to wargamers in that neglected
period between the Dark Ages and Pike—and—Shot. The book contains all that one requires to know about
uniforms, banners, arms and equipment besides being a thoroughly interesting account of an important
"domestic" battle.

ARMIES OF THE GREEK AND PERSIAN WARS 500 to 330 BC by Richard Nelson. (9f" x 7i"; 8k pages; 80
illustrations and diagrams; 22 maps. War Games Research Group Publication - £2.60p).

Another of those fine and most reliable publications put out by a group who leave no stone un
turned to ensure that their material is accurate. Having said that, I would not like to be the
Persian on the cover fighting to anyones rules! This book deals with the campaigns, organisation,
tactics, dress and weapons of two of the best known military nations of the Ancient world by describ—
in some detail their typical campaigns. In this way such information as the size of armies, their
composition, tactics and strategy are clearly outlined. The book is particularly valuable because it
covers the period between the Armies and Enemies of Egypt and Assyria by Alan Buttery and Armies of
the Macedonian and Punic Wars by Philip Barker, both published by the same group - continuity being
maintained by some overlapping between the books. The book covers three separate sections - the first
describes Greek and Persian troop types and typical army compositions and then deals with the Great
Persian Wars; the second describes Greek troop developments in this conflict and the Peloponnesian
War within Greece; while the third section details the developments in the Persian Army following the
time of Xerxes and the various campaigns of the kth century BC when the Greeks took the offensive
against Persia. The culmination of the military developments of the kth century was the army of
Macedon, which finally overthrew the Persian Empire, after conquerirg classical Greece. Richard Nelson
has a reputation for careful and accurate research - this book with its multiplicity of black-and-
white line drawings, maps and diagrams, will add to his reputation.

THE DECISIONS OF HISTORY - GALLIPOLI AND WORLD WAR I AJ.iTERNATE STRATEGY by Frank Venables. (Loose
leaf folder A4 size; 65 pages; 2 photographs; 10 maps. Academic and Business Monographs Limited, 6
Brodrick Road, London SW17 - 75p plus postage and packing).

This must be the bargain of the month and constitutes a complete case history of a fascinating
and (wargames wise) much neglected military operation. It is a phased historical case study in
problem solving and decision making and, if associated with model soldiers in table-top operations,
could come to life in a most impressive and authentic manner. The various phases of the battle are
clearly described and discussed with set "^piestions" which required decisions to be made. The reader
becomes both politician and general and it is a compliment to this book to say that even with the
benefit of hindsight, there is still a lot of decisions that require to be made. This series (there
are others on battles and wars) is well worthy of attention.

AIRFIX MAGAZINE GUIDE No. 8: GERMAN TANKS OF WORLD WAR 2 by Terry Gander and Peter Chamberlain.
(6k pages; 8-5-" x ; 68 photographs and 30 drawings. Patrick Stephens Limited - £1.20p).

It would be difficult to find a more capable couple of authors to write such a book, and their
expertise shines out of every page. There must be those among us whose sense of curiosity can still
be aroused by authoritive accounts and photos of the German AFVs that were so painfully prominent "on
the other side of the fence" 35 years ago. This book, in a concise manner and at an extremely reason
able price, for this day and age, is ideal for the reader requiring a basic introduction to the com
plex subject of German tanks, their designations, camouflage and marking schemes, or for the serious
enthusiast needing a handy reference book, it is a guide to every German-designed and built tank to
see action during the last war.

The book begins with an introductory chapter outlining the development of German armoured theory.
This is followed by individual chapters on the diminutive PzKpfw I;ithe PzKpfw II which spearheaded
German advances in Poland and France; its successor, the PzKpfw III; the 'workhorse of the Wehrmacht',
the PzKpfw IV; the famous PzKpfw V 'Panther' and PzKpfw VI 'Tiger"; and the massive PzKpfw VI 'King
Tiger'. Each description is accompanied by data tables, 1:76 scale drawings and photographs of the
vehicle in question, the majority of which have never been published before. Additional sections
cover German tank camouflage and tactical and divisional insignia.

A Series of Handbooks dealing with wargaming: (Obtainable through this magazine).

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in America) by Tony Bath,
k. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.
5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone. -
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (iflcl. Colonial Wars against Natives) by Donald Featherstone.
7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules for early tanks,

armoured cars, etc.,) by Donald Featherstone.
8. Rules for 19kk Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald Featherstone.

25p each (75c) or the set of 9 for £2.00p (^6,.00) including postage.
WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic battlefield 55p (1^2.00).



Must List

Dennis Knight Watching the Miniature Airfleet Grow

Dennis Knight of HELMET PRODUCTS,
Betchworth, Surrey, England, has BMEMal
btonted manufacturing inexpensive
assembly kits of 54ii>m model soldiers
and the range has become well-known |iiMWM^||HMMHMM{fiilM
throughout the world. A recent letter
from Mr. Knight says "Helmet is a ISiH^H
small business operating on a cottage
industry basis. Primarily we make and
sell things that interest us and have '
no intention to mass produce for a mass . ^91^
market. Our customers are drawn from ^ ^
a  range schoolboys "■ ••*■
to eccentric bishops and our balance
sheet fluctuates between loss and a ^ ft. ^
small profit every other year. As

there little or nothing for fe. ■ A. . fc.
advertising and if you could find space
to make some of ^
we would he most grateful." Well, the : l^^fl^BHH^flBBH^flBBB^^HI^^v
new venture is a new range of small j
model aircraft, specially tailored to Dennis Knight Watching the Miniature Airfleet Grow
the needs of aviation wargamers. Using ~
these tiny aeroplanes wargamers can re-
enact the Battle of Britain or the massive air wars of the Continent of Europe. I have no details of
the range hut some idea' can he obtained from the accompanying photograph - if you are interested I
suggest you write to HELMET PRODUCTS.

The Individual Skirmish wargamer will he delighted with the latest 1:32 scale Cowboys and Indians
put out by AIRFIX. Both sets contain 22 pieces in a variety of positions and the soft plastic in
which they are made (Cowboys moulded in yellow and Indians moulded in red) allow for modifications and
conversions. Each set includes 10 standing, A mounted figures, A saddles and 4 horses and retails at
50p.

The other day I received from WARRIOR METAL MINIATURES, a fine siege cannon (EC12) that costs 40p.
Suitable for English Civil War, 30 Years War or Pike and Shot battles generally, this gun is a very
realistic affair and should look extremely good when painted up. In the same package there was a
selection of 25mm wargames figures for the Dark Ages. Moulded in the distinctive style which makes
them unmistakeably "WARRIOR", the range includes Goths, Franks, Saxons and Vikings as foot archers,
foot spearmen, officers, axemen and cavalrymen. I find it very interesting,; aSi ia relatively im
partial observer, to note the marked differences in style and design of the many different makes of
figures that pass through my hands. Obviously, few makers like the figures put out by their rivals
and WARRIOR figures,^ . ^ presenting a sort of statuesque sculptured appearance, might not be to every-
ones taste but it cannot be denied that when painted up they present a picture of action - after all,
we all like our soldiers to look as if they can really fight, don't we?

The sample figures received on the same day from LAMMING MINIATURES, 45 Wenlock 'Street, Hull, are
quite different and yet of equal charm. They included a ferocious Viking with 'a choice of weapons
(spear, a two-handed axe and a throwing axe) to be fixed by the wargamer; and two rather nicely dressed
mediaeval women - a Princess and her Lady-in-Waiting plus a ragged serf to do their bidding. Years ago
when fighting a wargame with a narrative background, I remember having great difficulty in finding some
civilians whose rescue formed part of the objective of the battle. Bill Lamming's elegant ladies add
to a growing range of "civilian" figures now available for the wargamer. They mostly seem to be either
Ancient or Science Fiction (as the recent nubile ladies of the Hinchliffe SF range) - how about someone
turning out some Boer women or British wives in India, preferably in 30mm scale to fit in with my stuff!
Enclosed in the Lamming package was a little set of five Egyptian weapons, shields, axes, clubs, etc.,
presumably to be used to provide variety to an already existing range of Egyptian figures. Frankly, I
have never been able to be bothered to fix weapons into the hands of figures but then I am not exactly
a dab hand at soldering and gluing.

Peter Laing is one of the "smaller" designers who must work like beavers to make a~livfhg?; - He
has how been in business for about 2^ years and has over 400 items in production which is more than he
ever contemplated I am sure! Recently he wrote me: "I read with interest your Editorial re "the state
of the market" (presumably April 1975). I think judging by my experience (admittedly in a rather;
minute way of business) interest is still being maintained. One only hopes that "the big boys" don't
have to cut back as it is the larger concerns which continue to keep the main bulk of the hobby alive.
I have no regrets in taking up this line of work and fully realise the value of the help and encourage
ment I have had from everyone - I remember the delight I had after I had read the favourable review you
gave my first output - it certainly played its part in spurring me on. I often wonder if the fantastic
involvement is unique to the wargames fraternity - it certainly keeps it alive. I am greatly indebted
to a number of people - Bob O'Brien suggested the Feudals and American War of Independence; Derek
Sharman the Ancients; Dave Millward the English Civil War; I put in the Colonials, and World War I al
though Doug Johnson still beats the Colonial drum from far off Khartoum and has suggested an army of
additions, some of which I hope to bring out. South East Scotland Wargames Club suggested Crimean,
Mediaeval and Scottish figures as well as my new Ancients and a host of others have put in pleas for
additions." In the same way as the survival of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER depends on the support it
receives, so does the ability of.these smaller designers to remain in business depend upon whether the
wargamer sticks to the "big" adverts . , and best known concerns or ferrets around for himself and



experiments with the lesser known organisations.

NEW HOPE DESIGN are importing the wonderful 1:285 scale GHQ Micro Armour, made in America. Those
I have received include a Daimler Stehyr vehicle; the Jadgtiger and the German E9Jsi heavy tank.
Priced at 78 pence per pack of 5, these are superb models with wonderful detail, in a constant 1:285
scale, with revolving turrets and guns fitted to them. In this .day and age of expensive things, it
is astonishing to study such beautiful miniatures and realised that they cost only about 15p each.
Seemingly NEW HOPE DESIGN have been very busy over the past few months on a number of projects but
now, having settled into their luxurious new factory without too many problems, they are hoping that
they will be able to consolidate fairly quickly during the next months.

SKIRMISH WARGAMES have just received the latest batch of American boardgames from Lou Zocchi in
America - they only have a handful at present so its first come first served. The range is as
follows -

FLYING TIGERS - World War II air combat over Burma and China. With less than 100 obsolete

fighters and no spares, the Flying Tigers inflicted staggering losses on the Japanese. Rules show
hit and run tactics used. This is revised, expanded version of the game sold by "S & T", coloured
mapsheet, die-cut counters. Price £2.50p.

STARLORD is an interstellar strategic wargame for 2, 3 or ^ players. Rules include conquest of
a 26 planet galaxy, building ships, economics, alliances, empires, merchants, pirates, marines, troops,
tactical support and play-by-mail features. Price £2.50p.

SIEGE is played on a 22" x 17" 4-colour mapsheet with more than.300 mounted pieces in three differ
ent colours to represent peasants, knights, siege engines, even boiling oill 3 scenarios, a British
attack on a mile fort on Hadrian's wall; a 400 AD attack on a motte-and-bailey castle; a 1400 AD attack
on a walled city. Price £2.50p

THE BATTLE OF HELMS DEEP for fans of J.R.Tolkien's marvellous saga 'Lord of the Rings' here is a
game of a battle from the story. Helm's Deep was a siege in the early campaign when the forces of
good under King Theoden fell back to the ancient fortress in a narrow mountain gorge, closely pursued
by the evil forces of Saruman, the turncoat magician. With 11" x 17" mapsheet, mounted counters, rule-
book. Price only £1.50p.

EMPIRE 1. For 2 to 4 players, each one a superpower that moves out into space to explore the
galaxy, settle and defend new worlds, build fleets and raid enemy fleets and systems, Multi-coloured
mapsheet, die-cut counters, rulebook. Price £2.50p.

SHILOH. The famous American Civil War battle where a Rebel force caught a Union army in camp and
tried to defeat it before a second Union force arrived on the second day. Rules cover infantry,
artillery, night moves, etc. 3-colour mapsheet, die-cut counters, rulebook. Price £2.50p.

OPERATION MARKET GARDEN. This game is based on Field-Marshal Montgomery's ill-fated plan to drop
the First Allied Airborne Army to seize the approaches to the Rhine. Multi-coloured mapsheet, die-cut
counters and rulebook. Price £2.50p.

GRAF.r; SPEE. Once again the German pocket-battleship is loose in the South Atlantic and the
British player faces the challenge of finding and bringing her to battle. Complete with die-cut
counters, rulebook, battle board and two movement maps. Price £2.50p.

PBI (Poor Bloody Infantry). Man-to-man fighting, each counter represents one man with various
weapons, in a variety of scenarios, featuring rifleman, light machine gunner, motorman, flame-thrower,
etc. Die-cut counters, hex-gridded mapsheet, rulebook. Price £2.50p.

NOTE: American wargamers please contact Lou Zocchi at 1513 Newton Drive, Biloxi, Mississippi 39532,
U.S.A. for any of the above games and many more.

Incidentally, I forgot to acknowledge the cover picture of the May WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER was a
photograph taken by Steve Curtis of a Napoleonic skirmish fought by his enthusiastic group.

Further to that, my house has recently been turned upside down with a dozen or so "scenes" posed
in various rooms whilst photographer Dick Watson moved from one to the other photographing them for
my forthcoming book SKIRMISH WARGAMING to be published by Patrick Stephens Limited. This book includes
narratives and rules, togetJ.er with many most stimulating photographs of individual skirmishes ranging
from a Viking landing to a patrol at Cassino in 1944. Should be out towards the end of the year.

In 1967 David Chandler's wonderful book THE CAMPAIGNS OF NAPOLEON was published and soon went out
of print. Discerning wargamers will have noticed that it has been reprinted by Macmillan in America
but it is now in British bookshops by courtesy of Weidenfeld and Nicolson at £10.00p. The first prints
several years ago cost six guineas which makes the present price seem quite a bargain especially sinceat
the current exchange rate it is selling at a 60p discount on the U.S. price! This book is THE
definitive work on Napoleon's campaigns, written in that lively style that David's friends have come
to know so well.

Frequently I refer to SIGNAL that bi-weekly "fanzine" put out by the exuberant John Mansfield
from P.O.Box 830 CFPO 5056757 Baden Baden 1, West Germany. This might not be the place to mention it,
but John has just got engaged and seems to be walking around with stars in his eyes - congratulations!
In the latest copies numbers 78 and 79 as usual there is much of interest listed including a number of
boardgames with intriguing titles - Space; Panzer Warfare; Advanced Ancients; Cavaliers and Roundheads;
France 40 Expansion; The Spanish Civil War; War of the Wizards; Tricolor; Vicksburg; Manstein; Battles
in the Ukraine 1941-1944; Wellington in the Peninsular; World War III; The Siege of Minas Tirith; 1944;
Grey Hawk (dungeons and dragons); Ligny; Chickamauga; Siege; Schutztruppe; Galactic War; etc., etc. All-
these games come from different publishers - if you want to know who makes and sells what then you had
better take SIGNAL, how can you go wrong at £1.00p per annum? ,



LETTERS
"Very interested in your Editorial in the May Newsletter and your account of Major Holland's

great action. May I, with respect, disagree with Ron Miles when he says that no rules he knows of
would allow such things to happen. Just for interest, I set up a similar situation on papef, and
worked it out under our 1925-1950 Armour/Infantry Rules. It turned out to he quite possible - I-
assumed, of course, that all the various dice throws went the "right way". Incidentally, we do not
have such a thing as an "automatic" hit, which occurs under some Rules. There is always a possibil
ity of a miss, even at point blank range, and we assumed that the 88s did in fact, miss, but that
the tanks did not. You know, only too well, what a "chancy" business War is, and we have tried to
reflect this in our Rules. Anyway, I mentioned this exercise as I thought you and the readers might
be interested. For all that, it is impossible in the Rules to manufacture such actions to order -
they are the once in a hundred occurences that could happen, but rarely do.

I see you are beset with the usual moaners and groaners over price, etc. Sometimes I wonder if
there is not a section of the "public" for want of a better word who think that magazines. Rules,
books, etc., grow on trees. We have had people write to us asking us for this or that set of rules
(no money, or promise of money, mentioned) as they have read in one of your books that "... Rules on
such-and-such can be obtained from WRG ..." O.K., so they can, and one can obtain sweets from a
confectioners, or booze from a pub, but one is expected to pay. There was a time, when we all knew
each other, and the wargaming world was small, when we all used to circulate our Rules and ideas
around between ourselves, and a few still do, but not to hundreds or thousands of people. Anyway,
enough of that."

Bob O'Brien of Wargames Research Group, Goring—by-Sea.

ooDoo

"Congratulations are in order on your obtaining the excellent article on Firepower by Paddy
Griffith. I agree with his points that artillery caused the major proportion of casualties, that
infantry rarely "crossed bayonets" and that superior morale won battles. I must say thought that I
believe all this would make a very dull set of wargames rules. My point is that a balance must be
struck between historical accuracy and fun. If you like sanguine melees then jolly good luck to you!"

Mike Perkins of Harrow Weald.

ooGoo

"I recently had the opportunity to read over the last few issues of the Newsletter. I must say
that all the material is getting better.

One point, in Issue 153 is Philip Haythornthwaite's letter in comment to my earlier letter. I
did not mispeli his name on purpose, but rather because I did not have the pertinent copy of the
Newsletter on hand to check the spelling. There was no malicious intent involved, and it should be
noted that Mr. Haythornthwaite can only mispell my name 1,296 different ways using the same four
letters, while when I tried to calculate the same data for his name, my calculator ran out of numbers
(serves me right for using a cheap calculator). Anyway, he is entitled to his own back. It is in
teresting that Mr. Haythornthwaite mentioned his ancestors were around the Anglo-Scottish borders in
the 17th century, as the Isbys are an old Cumberland family and this may well not be the first Isby-
Haythornthwaite run-in! As for his ideas on resolving such arguments with broadswords, I quite
agree. Perhaps the next time I am over I can dig up some 25mm Jacobite Mini-Figs and suitably
modified gladiatorial figures and let him try his luck! Such are the glories of wargaming. Anyway,
I am sure Mr. Haythornthwaite has since divined I meant no offence, and that I just simply cannot
spell. I found his book on the Uniforms of Waterloo most interesting, by the way, as it emphasises
the Prussians and the Germans who other authors ignore in favour of the better known British and
French. It is being published over here by our affiliated firm, Hippocrene Books.

I was particularly glad to see the extensive mention of the book Firepower in No.155. While the
book is not yet out here, I have looked over a copy the publisher, Mr. Lionel Leventhal brought over
and I was most impressed. This is the sort of stuff the hobby has long needed. Such data is necess
ary for a really complete set of rules, and if it is properly done, historical accuracy need not
preclude ease of play. It is just as simple to roll a die to see the number of hits with the histori
cally correct one than one that just "looks" right, although that is all the rule-writer has to go on
in most cases. It does seem most rule-writers are that anxious to get onto the playing that they
devote scant attention to the necessary research. This is understandable in many cases, considering
the paucity of available material. But one must not neglect the value of just pure research in
writing wargames rules, and that is where books such as Firepower are invaluable.

I noticed the controversy about figure scales that has blown up in the Newsletter recently. It
seems that the 25mm has ousted the old HO type at one end of the spectrum and 15mm at the other, which
is rather disconcerting to me, as I have a difficult time finding metal figures I can mix in with my
largely Airfix armies, although I was delighted to see Jack Alexander's Jacklex had some new figures
in that scale, which I must get around to ordering. Rich Brook's article of 15mm figures was excel
lent. I am, however, a bit uncertain. My painting hand has never been of the- best, as can be said
for many wargEimers, and it is difficult to put any sort of detail on a 15mm unless you are good with
a brush. The trend in wargames figures towards smaller figures, from j' k to 30 to 25 to 15. Yet the
9mm and 5mm stuff, except for the micro-armour, has never really caught on. I suppose it's just too
small.



have heard that the Wessex Society Is heing forced to find a new venue, as the Temperance
Institute is to hecome the victim of a giant land-grab and that the pleasant Georgian buildings of
the Crescent are to vanish under a waste land of glass and concrete. Bleahill! It is a shame, as
it was the scene of many hard-fought battles (and even a few wargames). The paintings on the wall
were worth an education in Victorian kitsch. Yet 1 hope you can find a suitable replacement, as
meeting-places are always a problem for wargames groups.

Keep up the good work with the Newsletter (unless they decide to nationalise it). Its getting
better all the time."

David Isby of New York.

ooOoo

"There is a wargaming club at my school which meets every Wednesday after school for an amazing
variety of games. For example last week there was a W.W.ll Naval, two W.W.ll land battles, a Middle
Earth, a Space and an Ancient wargame!

1 recently organised, along with a friend, a knock-out Ancient wargames competition, which
attracted 24 entries and was a great success, with some crazy armies being used (using W.p.G. rules
each army was 250 points) e.g. a siege tower crammed with archers!!! From the competition we learnt
how deadly pphlisades can be and now few of us will voluntarily fight a battle where his opponent has
them."

Adam Conway of London.

ooOoo

"1 am glad the magazine is managing to keep going. 1 cannot really imagine wargaming without it,
although this may have something to do with how one discovered the hobby. I first found out about it
towards the end of I963, and for many years after that, 1 think, the great majority of wargamers began
with your books. But now there is a vast new generation of younger wargamers who have" heard about the
hobby at school, or seen something about it on TV or elsewhere, and a lot of them have never seen a
Newsletter. How to reach them is a problem. If the present commercial arrangement has to be discon
tinued because of the financial situation, 1 hope you will somehow keep the magazine going privately,
in some form or other. Judging from published accounts of other magazines, it ought to be just
possible even in these times."

Harold Gerry of St. Albans.

ooOoo

"1 do not seem to find much time for wargaming these days apart from the occasional boardgame. My
daughter Helen has a liking for some of the Avalon Hill games and she gave me a hammering when
outdoing General Moltke in "1914". Her Germans captured most of Paris, but 1 counter-attacked with
an Anglo-French force, recaptured the place and suffered such heavy losses that my army had shot its
bolt. Later this year 1 hope to set up the boardgame to end all boardgames, the Game Designers Work
shop "Drang nach Osten". It covers the Eastern Front on a large scale and there are some 2,000
counters to move, luckily not all at once. 1 will keep you informed as to progress of the campaigns
and this will take longer than the Avalon Hill "Anzio" game 1 played with my son Andrew, which lasted
two months."

John Risdon of Merton Park, London.

ooOoo

"Last year 1 decided to start serious wargaming but unfortunately have been unable to settle down
to a specific period. Now 1 have the following armies On my hands: approx 350 Airfix Napoleonics,
both French and British, with the beginnings of a metal Napoleonic army; 50 figures, from Minifigs;
about 200 Airfix American Civil War figures; approx 200 Laing E.C.W. figures and various other numbers
of Airfix figures of different periods. After seeing the new Minifig catalogue 1 was really impressed
by their 15mm Napoleonic range and their Ancients (l5mm) caught my eye. Then 1 received Peter Laing's
latest catalogue and after reading "The Washing of the Spears" was so impressed that 1 bought half a
dozen of his Zulus to see what they look like. After painting them up 1 was just going to recreate
this war when 1 dug up a strip of 5mm Heroic figures and painted them up (Old Guard) and 1 was quite
impressed by them. Then 1 noticed a new 15mm firm is starting - "Soldier On" - and liked their
American Civil War range also noticing that they are starting a Napoleonic range of figures.

Now 1 have stopped painting and 1 tun stuck. My interest, in Napoleonics is kept up with the ex
cellent rules and organisation in the book "Napoleonic Wargaming" Airfix Magazine guide No.4 but with
25mm, 15mm Minifig Napoleonics, 20mm Airfix, 15mm Soldier On Napoleonics and 5ram Heroics figures avail
able I just don't know what to do. I am very interested in Colonials but the lack of a good uniform
book on both Regular and Native troops prevents me from concentrating on this period. 1 might dive
into another period at any time and this is why 1 have written to you. Could you please help me out
with my problem. I can spend about £10 a month on wargame figures and if 1 got down to one period
would be able to build up a great army but 1 just cannot settle down with all these firms and figures
available - Colonials, Napoleonics, Ancients, E.C.W., A.C.W., it goes on for ever. Could you help me
drop anchor with some points and advice on the above. 1 hope I don't plunge into a new period before
you answer!"

Godfrey Bailey, 19 St. Dominic Square, Rabat, Malta.

Can anybody help this unfortunate fellow?



NOTJCEBQABD
FOR SALE- Back numbers of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER extending over period late 1972 up to February

1^7k 20d or 9 for £1.50p (U.S.A./CANADA 50c each or 9 for ̂ 4.00 plus 30c Bank Handling charge). All
prices include postage. Don Featherstone, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton SOl 5^, Efigland. Back numbers
of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER from March 1974 can be obtained from TRADITION, 188 Piccadilly, London WIV
9DA, at 30p including postage. Full year (March 1974-February 1975) £2.50p including postage.

ooOoo

FOR SALE; New 25mm metal Minifig Napoleonics. Details - Godfrey Bailey, 19 St. Dominic Square,
Rabat, Malta.

ooOoo

WANTED- To buy or to borrow - JOMINI AND HIS SUMMARY OF THE ART OF WAR as advertised in War-gamerT^Sketter in 1967 but now out of print. J.A.Hilton, 282 Whelley, Wigan, Lancashire WN2 IDA.

LOOKING AROUND
The following publications, available from bookstalls, feature articles of specific interest to

wargamers.

BATTLE - Anril/May 1975. Sight Liner - a simple to-make battlegames aid; Sectional battlefields,
home stM^argaLs terLin; The Frustrations of Command, the trials of a battlegames newcomer and
Battles through history for wargamers by Terence Wise - 1 Rolica 1808.

MILITARY MODELLING - June 1975. British Armoured cars in the Desert by John Sanders and Painting
faces.

WAR MONTHLY - Issue 17. Tannenberg 1914; Ferozeshah 1845 by General Essame.

THE COURIER (45 Willow Street, Brockton, Ma. 02401, U.S.A.). Tractics, a sYfiem ®°^®nnjv®r-
gaming with a battle problem; Helm's Deep translating an idea into a wargame model; Napoleonic Naval
Wars review; Club Notes (U.S.A.); Thoughts on Solo Wargaming; Hills in wargames terrain.

SLINGSHOT - The Official Journal of the Society of Ancients (John Norris, Secretary, Hillside,
Jackson's Lane, Highgate Village, London N6 5SR). Copious correspondence from wargamers; A Rules
Forum; Cavalry Tactics; Mediaeval adaptations to WRG Ancient Rules by Phil Barker; Ancient Battle
Report; Naval Weather Rules for a Campaign.

The following Club and Society magazines contain a great deal of valuable material for those of
specific interest -

BATTLEFLEET - Magazine of the Naval Wargames Society (W.E.McKenzie, l6 Hugo Road, London N19 5EU)
TANKETTE - Magazine of the Miniature Armoured Fighting Vehicles Association (g.E.G.Williams, 15

Berwick Avenue, Heaton, Mersey, Stockport, Cheshire SK4 3AA.

WORLD WAR ENTHUSIAST 1939-1945. (GHL, 218 Beech, Bennington, VT 05201, U.S.Ai)

ARTICLES OF WAR - Official broadsheet of the Solent Wargames Society. (David Meades, 88 Queens
Road, Gosport, Hants.)

NORSEMAN - Magazine of the Northern Association of Wargamers (E.J.Ossoway, 25 Clovelly Road,
Swinton, Manchester M27 3FU).

SOLDIERS OF THE QUEEN - First magazine of the Victorian Military Society. (John Crouch, 18 Tudor
Court, Park Road, Teddingtoh, Middlesex TWll OAH). As enthusiastic as
SAVAGE and SOLDIER and recommended to wargamers who fight Victorian
Colonial campaigns.

Mainly for board wargamers PANZERFAUST (P.O.Box C, Belfast, Maine, 04915, U.S.A.); EUROPA - a
Continental European magazine edited with the greatest enthusiasm by Walter Luc Haas, Postfach 229,
CH-4018 Basel 18, Switzerland.

ANSWERS TO MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH - Continued from Page 8

a. Lt. J. Bonham R.A. General Graham.

b. ULord Cutts.

o. Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders,

d. 80th Foot (S. Staffs)



HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD
LAiJm I^ELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

The new concept
in wargaming

if fjttt !■ r

Additions to range
25miii. Ancient Egyptian (AE) 54mm. Zulu War Range (CS)

That's the opinion of one Wargamer. Many others have seen
System 12 and say the same. Why don't you look into
System 12; you might Oh surprised!

Please write for a full Price List, lOp plus postage.
We are at present re-making a nlimfaer of our early 25mm figures in
order to bring all our range to one constant high standard. Below is
a list of these re-makes to date.

AE1 Medium Spearman, advancing CS9 British 24th Foot Drummer Boy,
AE2 Medium Spearman, standing carrying ammunition in helmet.
AE3 Medium Archer CS10 British 24th Foot Private, kneel-
AiE4 Nubian Light Archer firing.
AES Medium Infantry, with mace CS11 British 24th Foot Private, kneel-
AE6 Egyptian Standard Bearer 1"^' 'oading or taking cartridge
AE7 Eg.mian Officer
AE8 Pliilistine Light IMamry '"I?' '"''>"'8. ''' shirt

.. .. . . sleeves, kneeling, opening am-Ac9 Philistine Medium Infantry munition case.
AECI fylounted fyiessenqer nS13 Battiefielti Pack Nc. 1 — 2

ammunition boxes. 2 Martini
Henry rifles. 2 .helmets, a drum-
discarded haversack, waisibel'
and waterbottie.

25mm. Brunswick Napoleonic (BRN) CS14 Battlefield Pack No. 2 — 2
shields, 2 assegais, 2 knob-

BRN2 Standard Bearer kerries, 3 throwing spears and
RRMA AHwaiyyo r » j n«-- ^ Martini Henry rifles.
BRN2 Standard Bearer
BRN5 Advance Guard Officer

BN1 Line Infantry, centre com
pany, advancing.

8N2 Line Infantry, centre com
oany, charging.

BN3 Line Infantry, flank com
Deny, advancing.

BN4 Line Infantry, in greatcoat
advancing.

BN5 Line Infantry, Officer.
BN6 Line Infantry, Drummer

carrying drum.
BN10 Light Infantry, advancing.
BN11 Light Infantry, on guard

position.

com-

BN14 Li

 FN2 Line Fusilier charging.
FN3 Line Fusilier, in greatcoat,

com- advancing. Grenadier, in
forage cap, advancing,

com- 1^7 Line Officer, standing, at
rest.

itcoat, FN10 Light Infantry, Chasseur,
advancing.

FN11 Light Infantry, Chasseur,
mmer, charging.

FN13 Line Infantry, Officer, in
ing. greatcoat,
guard FN16 Old Guard, campaign dress

advancing.ght infantry. Officer, ad- PN23 Light Infantry, Officer.
vancing FN40 Foot Artille.

BN16 Fusilier Private, advancing
BN17 Fusilier Private, on guard.
BN18 Fusilier Officer, advancing.

skirmish

ry of the Line,
quenching sponge.

FN41 Foot Artillery of the Line,
stopping vent.

FIM42 F

BRN7 Artilleryman, with round
BRN8 Artilleryman, with bucket
BRN9 Artilleryman, with rammer
BRN10 Artilleryman, with fuse satchel
BRN11 Artillery Officer
EG11 (Egyptian Chariot to follow

shortly)

ry Office,

Brunswick Napoleonic Cavalry

(B.R.N.C.)

Standing firing.
BN23 Highland Private, chargina
BN24 Highland Private, at the

present.BN55 Foot Artillery, elevating gun.

order,

BN56 Foot Artille

oot Artillery of the Line.
c

ry, with portfire. BPN1 Line Infantry, advancing.
o!u Z Artillery, carry round PN1 Line Infantry, advancing.®N58 Foot Artillery, with rammer. PN2 Line Infantry, charging.
BN60 Foot Artillery Officer point- PN4 Line Infantry, Officer charg

ing.
PN5 Line Drummer.

arrying pouch.
FN43 Foot Artillery of the Line

carrying two buckets.
FN45 Foot Artillery of the Line.

Officer with telescope.

BRNC 4 Uhlen 'i™
Ian Chariot to follow BRNC 5 Uhlan Office' Line Fusilier, advancing. PN5 Line Drummer.
)  BRNC 6 Uhlan Trumpeter
Illustrated catalogue available 50p from your local stockist or 60p direct from Hinchiiffe Modeis Ltd

Our manufacturers in the U.S.A. : Heritage Models Inc. 2916 BIystone Lane. Dallas. Texas 75220



I7M BBLBASBS FECM

Grailic musioian

Pictish speaxman
Piotish archer

Piotlsh javeliman
Prankish spearman
Prankish axeman

Phrygian spearman
Phrygian axeman
Boman republican hastatus
Roman republican princeps
Roman republican velite
Reman republican standard bearer
Carthaginian citizen spearman
Carthaginian standard bearer
Pictish cavalryman
Republic Roman heavy cavalryman
E gyptian chariot
Egyptian chariot horse (2 req.d)
Armoured elephant & howdah

Dismounted knight with axe
Scottish spearman kneeling

PETER LAJNG'S 15mm ANCIEHTS RAHGS
4p F44I Libyan speaxman
4p P442 Libyan Javelinman

4p P443 Numidian infantry javelinman
4p F444 Spanish caetratus

4p P443 Spanish scutarius
4p F446 Egyptian heavy infantryman
4p P447 Egyptian li^t infantryman
4p F448 S gyptian li^t archer
4p F449 Egyptian officer

4p F45O Egyptian phalanx spearman
4p F45I Sherden (sea pirate)
4p F452 Nubian archer

4p F433 Nubian spearman
4p U4IO Hun cavalryman
8p M412 Roman (2nd cent AD)heavy cavalry
8p M4I4 Numidian li^t cavalryman
12p A4I8 Egyptian chariot crew
6p A42O Armoured camel lancer
24p

HEW MDIEVALS

4p F9II Scottish spearman stsuading
4p

CASH WITH ORDER PCST & PACKAGE EXTRA SEND lOP FOR LIST & SAMPLE FIGURE

ORDERS UP TO & INCLUDING £1 ADD 14p £2 ADD 15p £3 ADD 17p £4 ADD 19p £5 ADD21p
ORDERS OVER £5 POST FREE

PETER LAING, MINDEN, SUTTQN ST. NICHOLAS, HEREFORD HRl 3BD

' MICRO-F LE ET 1/2400 by Randy Hoffa

MF-1 USS Flatchar/dattroyar 5 x 5" guni
MF-2 UN Jinttu/iight cruiMr 7 k 5.5" gun* Z
WF-3 US Chikuma/haavy crui»ar 8 ■ 8" gun* '
MF-4 UN Aiathio/dattroyar 6 s 5" gun*
MF-5 USS Indianapolik/haavy cruiiar 9 x 8" gun* !
MF-6 HMS Cos«ack/da*trovar 8 x 4.7" gun*
MF-7 HMS Exatar/haavy crui*ar 6 x 8" gun* <
MF-B UN Haguro/haavy eruitar 10 X 8" gun* •
MF-9 KM Z23 Narvik/daitroyar 5 x 5.9" gun*
MF-10 UN Sniralvuyu/daitroyar 5 x 5" gun*
MF-11 UN Akitiukl/dattroyar 8 x 3.9" gun*
MF-12 HMS Cavaliar/daitroyar 4 x 4.5" gun*
MF-13 HMS H**paru*/d*«troy*r 3 x 4.7" gun*
MF-20 RN Soldati l/da*troyar 5 x 4.7" gun*

20mm ArtMlary by Randy Hoffa

CWA-1 12pdr Union Napolaon M 1857 3
CVyA-2 12pdr Confadarata Napolaon 3
CMA-3 6pdr Gun M 1841 3
CWA-4 12pdr Howitzar M 1841 3
CWA-5 2,9" Paffott flifia M 1861 3
CWA-6 3" Parrott Rifia M 1863 3
CWA-7 3" Ofdnanoa RifIa M 1861 3
CWA-8 34pdr Howiizar M 1841 3
NA-1 Franch 4pdr Gun 2
NA-2 Franch Bpdr Gun 3
NA-3 Franch 12odr Gun 3
NA-4 French 6" Howitzar 3
NA-5 Franch 24pdr Gun 4
NA-6 British Lt, 6pdr Gun Siock Trail 3

LNA■7 British 9pdr Gun Stock Trail 3

MF6 - HMS Cossack

^4

MICRO-SCALE ARMOUR V285 by Jin

G-S PzKpfw IVD
G-6 PzKpfw 3Bt (Naw Modal)
G-8 Modal 18 105mm
G-10 7.5em PAK 40 AT Gun
G-11 Jagdpanzar 38t "Hatzar"
R-i T34-76D
R-2 T34-76E
R-3 T34-8S1 I
R-4 SU-85
R-5 SU-100 Assault Gun
R-9 SU-122 Assault Gunn Napolaonic Infantry by Randy Hoffa R.'g SU^22 Assault Gun

I  Fr. Imp. Gd. Gran. 1806/standing at support arm* 24p n.l? BT-7 {2) Fast Tank
•  Fr. Lir\* Fusllaar/marching at support arm* 24p T34-76A

24p n
■ 2 Fr. Lir\* Fusllaar/marching at support arm*
3 Fr, Lina Granadiar/ >.
>1 Au*. Ln, Granadiar 1800/ >•
■2 Auv Ln. Fusiiaar 1800/

NPl-1 Prussian Muskataar/

F20mm Civil War by John Grossman

^WI-1 Union Inlaniry/blousa/advanc* arms
CWl-2 Union lnfar>try/frock coat'sdvanca arms

.CWI<3 Confadarata Infantry/blousa/slopa arms
CWI-4 Union In'antry/btousa/slopa arms

13 T34-768
24p R.I 4 T34-76C
24p uS-1 M4A4.M34/Madium Tank
24p uS-2 M4A4-M34A1/Madium Tank

US-3 MIO/Tank Dastroyar
US-4 M4-M52 105 Howitzar/Madium Tank
US-5 M4.M34/Madium Tank
US-6 M4-M34A1/Mad>um Tank

(2)15p UK.1 VC Firafly/Msdium Tank
(2)15p UK.2 M4A4 Rawvorkad/Msdium Tank
(2) 15p UK-3 M4 Rav»orkad/Madium Tank
(2H5p UK-4 IC Firafly/Madtum Tank

U-2 UNIFAX WOODS WAY GORING-BY-SEA SUSSEX Tel: WORTHING 46999

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed to YOU, signed
by the author. Send cash with order to Wargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill
Lane, Southampton SOl 5AD. All these publications can also he purchased
at the TRADITION shop in London.

WARGAMES - £2.50p. ($7.50).
NAVAL WARGAMES - £2.''i5p. ($7.50).
AIR WARGAMES - £1.65p. ($5.00).
ADVANCED WARGAMES - £2.45p. ($7.50).
WARGAME CAMPAIGNS - £3.30p. ($10.00).
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - 3000 BC to 1500 AD - £3.15p. ($9.00).
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES Vol.11 - 1420-1783 - £3.20p. (^^9.50).
BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £3.10p. ($9.50).
BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAMERS - £3.20p. ($9.50).
SOLO WARGAMES — £2.60p. r$7.50).
HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS - 90p. ($3.00).
TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - THE WESTERN DESERT CAMPAIGN - £3.00p. ($8.50)
POITIERS 1356 - £1.15p. ($3.50).
AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET I - £1.65p. ($5.00).
MACDONALD OF THE 42nd - £3.35p. ($9.50),
COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901 - £4.50p. ($13.00).
CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER - £3.75p. ($11.00).
OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS. 1895-1918 by L.Richards - £1.65p. ($5.0O)



ENSIGN

1/1200 Scale Warships
1/1200 SCALE
SHIPS AND ACCESSORIES
Our lists offer the largest selection in the U.K.
From AIRCRAFT CARRIERS to MOTOR TORP
EDO BOATS Spares including BRITISH 15" GUN
TURRETS, LANDING CRAFT, AIRCRAFT, 9"
TRIPLE TURRETS etc. Best Value in Europe,
Boats from 7p. 5p Stamp for full listings. New
items monthly.

S.E.G.O.IVI.
of

PARIS

WARGAME FIGURES

5p Stamp for full listings

Model Figures & Hobbles
Lower Balloo Road, Groomsport, Co. Down,

N. Ireland BT19-2LU

• • • • •

• M*; • •
• • • •
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MICRO-

ARMOUR

NOW available:

GERMAN PARATROOPS 1940-1945

ALEXANDER THE GREAT,

GREEK INFANTRY

TIRANIAN ARCHERS

ALL £1.20 plus VAT

ly<Ea,cro Sa-tties!

From 43 pence per pack of five Items - See the
full range of the original Micro-Armour at your

local hobby shop

Cantpaisn Coloursf
Carnpaign Colours are a range of oil*bound poster paints
especially developed for the modeller.

The colours have been selected to cover all types of
mcdelliny. For the best finish, it is advisable to paint
the model flat white before applying colour. The paints
have been specially compounded to dry slowly enough
to permit blending and shading on the model, and can be
applied in a thin enough coat to avoid masking even the
finest detail. The paint is non-toxic, light fast, and
dries to a matt finish. Some of the colours such as

Sky Blue and Orange tend to settle out after storing, they
can easi ly be remixed by snaking or stirring-

Gold and Silver come in powder form and are best used
by first dipping the brush in Varnish Media and then into
the powder.

1 WHITE

2 BRITISH scarlet

3 ORANGE

4 YELLOW

5 YELLOW OCHRE

b CHASSEUR GREEN

7 FRENCH BLUE

8 SKY BLUE

9 BROWN

10 BLACK

11 ROYAL BLUE

12 PRUSSIAN DRAGOON BLUE

13 RIFLE GREEN

14 FRENCH ARTILLERY GREEN

15 MILITARY GREY

16 CRIMSON

Plus 5 HORSE COLOURS.

Standard Jars 14 pence;
Gold 21 pence; Media 9pence

Full Catalogue 50 pence (plus Spence postage)

neoj bope (Design^ RotbBciR^y, ooRtbciraBeRLaor), ci-k.



LAMMING MINIATURES
45 WENLOCK STREET,

HULL HU3 IDA

Tel: 0482-26896

25mm. TOP QUALITY CASTINGS IN HIGH GRADE METAL

NAPOLEONICS, MEDIEVALS, ANCIENTS, VIKINGS.

BEAUTIFULLY DETAILED FIGURES OF CHARACTER FOR THE DISCRIMINATING

COLLECTOR, WAR GAMER AND MAKER OF DIORAMAS.

FOR LATEST CATALOGUE SEND I2ip P.O. (Not Stamps)

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR WATERLOO CHESS SET

TO ORDER IN CHROME AND BRONZE, GOLD AND SILVER, OR HAND PAINTED

TWO

NEW ONES
After a number of falsa alarms and excursions we now .can say that
by the time you read this we will have our latest books ready.
They are:—

Hsiang Ch'i. The game of Chinese Chess, by Terry Donnell^y.
Armies of the Greek and Pei^ian Wars, by Richard ISTelson:

Hsiang Ch'l is a vastly different game to 'Western' Chess, and we
believe that our book is the only one generally available in English.
It covers the history and development of the game, and is a complete
primer and guide, with descriptions of play and fully annotated com
plete games. We also include a miniature board and pieces so that
you have a complete package in the one cover. Price including
postage, in U.K. £2.40, U.S.A. Surface $6.25, Air $7.50.

Armies of the Greek aiKl Persian Wars is the fifth in our range of
reference books. It covers the development of Greek arms and tactics
from early Classical times through the conflicts with Persia arid up
to the time of the march of the 10,000. Persians are dealt with in
parallel with their Greek enemies and apart from the descriptions and
drawings of warriors there are sections on organisation and descrip
tion? and maps of the principal campaigns. Price, post free in U.K.
£2.60 U.S.A., Surface, $7.00, Air $8.50.

Available Wargames Research Group
direct yg Ardlngly Drive,

Goring-by.-Sea, Sussex

or shortly in well organised games and hobby shops. An SAE, or
two International Reply Coupons will bring our list of Wargames Rules,
Reference books and boxed games.

We regret the increase in our mail order prices from those we esti
mated a little time ago, but increased postal charges have to be

. covered.

WHAT CAN
WE SAY?
First rndybo w© ^♦so.KtNsiNcioN tube station
Should show you how to find us...
Or maybe you find it kind of difficult to get to us (especially If
you are in Hong Kon^, Brisbane or Alaska!). Well, don't fret, we
run a pretty good mail order service tool O.K. you say, so if we
get there or write, what have you got that's different? Well, how
about Valiant 54mm figures. Yes, all of them. Or maybe you're
looking for one of the best sources of scale paper models? You
just found it! Perhaps your thing is figures and A.F.V.'s in plastic
or metal in all shapes and sizes from the world's leading manufac
turers from 300th to 1/15th scale, O.K. you got It! Oh, and by the
way, you know those 700th and 1200th scale ships you never seem
to be able to find, well we have them all. As for those books on
Heraldry so you can paint those Lasset knights we stock, well forget
it, we have them as well.
We hope you have got the message. If it's a plastic or metal figure
from 30mm upwards, try us. If it's a.ship kit in plastic or metal, try
us. If it's any kind of scale model In paper, try us. If it's a reference
book on things Maritime, Military, general modelling or rules for
your wargame, try us. For your Avalon Hill war games as well. If
you prefer to collect painted figures or finished dioramas, try us,
you will find our standard exceptionally high.

15 EXHIBITION ROAD,

LONDON, S.W.7
Tel: 01-584 2758

Hours: Monday to Saturday 10 a.m. - 6.30 p.m. Sunday 2-5 p.m.



SL DAI I I TD please note; Minimum retail orders not
UDbKIl WVwW Iw DMLL L 1 !#■ less than £5 please add 5 per cent, for
61 WESTBURY STREET THORNABY ON TEES TEESSIDE postage.

ANOTHER SUPERB MINIATURE
by LASSET

in 1 CRn PERSIAN CAMEL (ARMOURED)LU 1 UOU WITH RIDER
OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS

USA 11  1 CANADA FRANCE -
COULTER - BENNETT LTD. 1  UNICORN MINIATURES A R L O D S. A.

12158 Hamlin Street, 1  Box 331 Modelisme

North Hollywood, 1  Richmond Hill, 8 Place Des Victoires

California 91606 1  Ontario 75002 Paris

SOLDIER ON! l5mm. lVIETAL WARGAME FIGURES
SPANISH NAPOLEONICS

SRN 1 SRN 2 INFANTRY 15p. per 5 fiss«

SP.N 1 Valencia Light Inf.

SP.N 2 Line Inf. (1805-12)
SP.N 3 Patria Regiment.

SP.N 4 Infantry.(after 1812)
SP.N 5 Grenadier.(1805-12)

Coming soon,

Spanish Cavalry, Austrian
Infantry,

P & P-ORDERS UP TO £2" 14-p, £4" 18p , OVER £4-FREE
OVERSEAS (surface MAIL) 20°4, OF ORDER TOTAL

SOLDIER QN! ( MiniatureModels) o- O
llCyril Rd. Springbourne Bournemouth, Dorset. BHSteE



BRIDLE MODELS Tel: 01-777 4908

2 Bridle Parade, Bridle Road, Shirley, Croydon CRO BHA

CORONET MINIATURES a New Range of Figures from Canada In S4mm.
C-BI Northwest Mounted Policeman. 1884. Winter Dress. £2,25
C-B2 Polish Winged Hussar (kit of 52 pieces) £2.55
C-B3 13th century Knight, choice of War or Tournament lance head, with

Helm or bareheaded £2,55
C-B4 13th cenfury Squire £2.25
C-B5 Pict. (55 BC) . . .
C-B6 French Foreign Legionnaire in Mexico (1863-67) with kepi or

bareheaded, separate Sombrero £2.25
C-B7 Yeoman of the Guard (1520) £2.25
ALL the above in kit form. V.A.T. to be added.
NEW 80mm FIGURES BY CHARLES STADDEN
CSI British Grenadier, 1750, throwing grenade
CS2 Private, Coldstream Guards, 1815 ALL AT £2.S0 EACH
CS3 Private, Scots Guards, 1830
CS4 British'Para', present day
CSS American Continental Line in Winter Dress (Buckskin Shirt) 1777
CS6 British Coldstream Guards, 1777

NEW from HISTOREX 741. Field Forge with four horse team and drivers £9-00»
FORGE only £3-354742 LANCERS OF BERG 1809-1812 in short tailed jacket and
hungarian boots, 1812-1813 in Kurtka and overalls, both periods Elite or Centre Co
available £1-85 each. 743 ARTILLERY ARTISANS 1804-1815. Master Artificer and
Artificer in full dress 90p each. Smith working at anvil. Assistant Smith operating
bellows, Artificer (Carrying bucket and tools, pack of three only £1-85. We carry a
large stock of Historex kits and hold one of the largest stocks of spares in London
and Surrey. Catalogue 90p, post 8p. spares list free (send S.A.E.)
SERIES 77

Foot £2.50. Samurai £2.85. Mounted £7.50. Camel and Rider £10. 54mm kits Foot
£1.70. New lists now available of all Series 77 products, send S.A.E.

Stage IS ROMANS 1st CENTURY
Foot Figures

15/1 Eagle Bearer 15/4 Legionary 15/8 Officer
15/2 Hornist 15/5 Standard Bearer 15/9 Legionary
15/3 Standard Bearer 15/7 Centurion 15/1 1 Archer

Mounted Figures
15/6 Officer 15/10 Spearman

15/4 Legionary
15/5 Standard Bearer
15/7 Centurion

15/8 Officer
15/9 Legionary
15/1 1 Archer

15/6 Officer 15/10 Spearman
For 15/6 figure only standing horse available, 15/10 walking horse. 15/3, 15/4 and
15/8 are casual figures, all others marching.

TROPHY. All 54mm in kits. Foot; Welsh Bowman at Crecy £1, French Musketeer
1665 90p, Landsknechc £1. Samurai £2.20. Mounted: 13c Knight £2.25, Byzantine
Cavalryman £2.25, Marshal Ney £2.25. Samurai £3.65, Sythian Cavalryman £2.50.
NEW. Polish Winged Hussar £3.50. The Earl of Essex £3.50. Plains Indians £3.25.
MEN O* WAR complete stock, all figures in kits at £2.50 each.
LASSET-SANDERSON-CAMEO-GARRISON. All the Greenwood and Ball
range stocked. New catalogue just issued 45p, post lOp.

PHOENIX
54 mm. (i/32nd Scale) Figures:
N3 Imperial Guard Lancer (Polish), 1815, (mounted) £3.00

'Napoleon Advancing'—Napoleon seated on sofa (FI4) with reclining lady
(Rl), complete set £4.40

RI2 Subaltern. Coldstream Guards 1815, Mess Dress, carrying hat and gloves £1.32
RI3 Ditto with hands behind back £1.32
RI4 Senior Captain, Royal Navy 1800-1812, evening dress £1.32
RI5 Capitaine or Chef de Bataillon, French Imperial Guard I80I-I8I5, in

Tenue de Societe, holding hat £1.32
RI6 Ditto arms akimbo (on hips) £1.32
Bl 'Adolf Hitler', 1940-45, standing, in long leather greatcoat and peaked cap £1.50
RI7 Hussar and Lady, dancing, 1815. (Set of two figures.) £2.96
RI8 Cavalry Officer, casual dress, seated in writing position, circa 1815 £1.32
RI9 'Regency' period lady playing pianoforte (complete sec) £3.93
'BYGONE' AGE' series carriages
19th Century 'Hansom' cab (one horse required) £3.40 ■
19th Century 'Royal Mail' coach (c. 1820), (four horses required) £5.941
Horses each £1.751
Victorian Street Barrel Organ £2.951
Complete Range stoeked. Catalogue 40p (Post 12p)
HINCHCLIFFE. WE STOCK ALL THEY MAKE and all the new figures as
they are released. Current White List Bp (Post 7p). New Catalogue to be
issued. See HINCHLIFFE advertisement In this issue.
STADDEN. Complete catalogue of all Stadden 54mm foot and mounted
kits, also 90mm figures, 25p (post 7p), 30mm list 15p (post 7p). Prices
54mm foot £1.25, mounted kits £2.00, 90mm figures ^.d5, 30mm figures
15p foot, 60p mounted.
AMERICAN FIGURES. Now in stock by Imrie/Risley, Cavalier, Bugle and
Guidon, Old Guard, Vallance, Valiant—Superior 90s and Little General.
Figures are coming and going all the time so please place specific order
and if we have in stock we'll put on one side or order it for you. As from
February we will issue a list of American figures in stock. The list will
be updated every two months and will cost 30p for 6 issues.
OTHER FIGURES AND KITS by: Rose (Catalogue £1.00, post 5p). Ensign
Miniatures. Tamiya and Airfix. to

SHOP HOURS
Wed-Thurs-Fri-Sat 9.15 to 6 p.m. .5^
Sunday, 10.00 to 4.30
CLOSED, Monday and Tuesday ISol
NO parking meters or yellow lines and Wickharn Rd
wardens to worry you. -a
MAIL ORDERS. P.&P. U.K. only, over m»li OS
£5.25p, add 20p for orders under £5. «
Overseas Mai! (surface) add 25 per H
cent to order total. H

ISOl
' Wickham Rd"

I Avail able now from

TOBWBBS
Skirmish Rules 1816 1900
In '81 when Virg, Morg, Wyatt an(d Doc met the Clantons an(d
McLoweries in the OK Corral, di(d you see the (dust settle?

From the early Mountainmen heading west, up to the Wild

Bunch's raids from Hole in the Wal l , l ive again the legendary

deeds of the American frontier, only this way find how it real ly

was. Used with 54mm, 30mm or 25mm figures, these are the

personalised rules that let you tangle with the toughest and come
odt on top. Percentages are used for al l the calculations and the
necessary 20-sided Percentage Dice are available from us.

Quite simply - the best set of individual rules around today,

with so much more to offer from the exploits of yesterday.

Dm: (Note our new prices)

SKffiMISH "WARGAMES - Steve Curtis,
"THE LAZY B". 13 ST. DECUMAN'S ROAD. WATCHET, SOMERSET. TA23 OMR.

THE OLD WEST SKIRMISH WARGAME RULES, 1816-1900 .. price £1-50

20-sided PERCENTAGE DICE (for use with the rules) per pair, price 35p
Please note: American customers contact LCU ZCCCHI

at 1513 Newton Drive, Biloxi, Mississippi 39532, USA for the above



Specially Animated 54mm,"Scotland Forever" Waterloo 1815.

1^

(Chas. C. Stadden Miniatures Reg.)

We at Tradition have been creating our internationally renowned miniatures for the most discriminating collectors of
military figures for more years than we care to remember. Chas. C. Stadden, the world-famous master sculptor heads
our studio of skilled craftsmen, who today still rigorously maintain the very highest standards of quality and
authenticity.
Our Stadden 30mm; (18p-70p unpainted), 54mm — individually animated — (from £1.50 unpainted and £7.95 painted);
80 mm (£2.50 unpainted, £8.75 painted) and 90mm (£2.95 unpainted, £8.95 painted) are all outstanding masterpieces of
incomparable workmanship.
Their spectacular display brings dioramas. War Games and mass presentations of practically any period vividly to life.
The special Tradition 25mm figures will be of particular interest to all wargamers, who are invited to write for a
separate list. Books, paintings, plates, colouring instructions and many other items are also included in our services.
Why not contact us for further details?
Alternatively you are welcome at any time to visit our extensive premises at 188 Piccadilly, where you may see
complete ranges of all our figures on view—also a vast assortment of militaria which are sure to gladden the eye and
quicken the pulse of every enthusiast.
So, whenever you're thinking deployiii^ more troops, remember: "Tradition has it . .
"Rorke's Drift", the very latest Tradition 54 mm figures Britsh India:
inspired by the film "Zulu". additions to existing 54 mm range.

■1 \

A. Lieutenant Chard, R.E. available with captured Martini-Henry iG. General Sir Pratap Singh
B. Lieutenant Bromhead, 24th Foot. rifle) Bahadur
IC. Commissary (or Officer Line Patrol F. Warrior, unmarried regiment (also H. Punjab Frontier Force
Blues) available with assegai and shield)
D. Surgeon (also suitable for the Crimea) (AU figures individually animated to
E. Zulu Induna regiment leader (also order)

3rd Cavalry Rissaldar

188 Piccadilly, London, W1V.9DA.



GEORGE WASHINGTON.

THE FIRST AMERICAN PRESIDENT
WHO COULDN'T nil A LIL

Airfix have made George Washington
the new subject oftheir54mm, scale
Collectors series.

Immortalised by his confession to
felllnga cherry tree ('Father I cannot tel l a
lie'), (George Washington was promoted to
Commander-in-Chief shortly after the
beginning of theyVarof Independence in
1775. He proved himselia bnlliantand
courageous leader who. after some defeats,
many setbacks and much hardship, finally
led his army to victory.

Which leads ustoanother Airfix

model -The American Soldier of 1775.
These soldiers wore many variations of
uniform and although George Washington
issued dress regulation orders, uniform'
and equipment continued to vary due to
desperate shortages.

The Airfix figure represents an infantry
man dressed in one of the adopted dress
styles. He can either be modelled as an NCO
carrying the spontoon, or as a standard
bearer, with musket, tomahawk or sword.

The peace treaty was
eventually signed in France

And it was in France, thirty
two years later'The French
Cuirassierof 1815 arrived on the

/f/\T scene-the subject of another
y' M Airfix figure. He's a trooper of the
® B 7th regiment which joined with
t the 12th to form the Travers

Brigade and was instrumental in the
destruction of the Scots Greys at Waterloo. J

These detailed models come ^ M
complete with template for
accuratecuttingof belts, reins
and straps. Real'musts'for
every serious military modeller.

jRFi:

The world's biggest range of construction kits
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